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WELCOME
Welcome to the Wanstrow and Cloford Parish Plan, a living and
developing record of the aims and aspirations of the community
that makes up this diverse rural parish.
Periodic revisions will ensure that the
document remains current and relevant. With
a little effort, cajoling and luck, there should
also be sections that become obsolete as and
when current projects identified here are
implemented and completed.
The Steering Group, formed at the request of
the Parish Council, tried hard to ensure that
the information contained here represents an
accurate reflection of the community’s views.
Thanks are due to all who responded to
research questionnaires, aired their opinions
at our meetings and, in many cases, gave their
time and expertise.
Wanstrow Parish contains a mix of people, from many different
walks of life and backgrounds and it is the people that make a
community, more so than buildings or facilities. Thanks to the
actions of the many individuals that make up our community, we
have a diverse, friendly and enjoyable place in which to live.
The Steering Group

Geoff Andrews
Simon Hawksley
Carole Tonkinson

Janet Bramley
Richard Pelham
Wayne McKeown

Joe Cole
Jill Humphris
Rosie Parr

Mick White
Rebecca Lane
Penny Parkinson
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INTRODUCTION
1.1

1

WANSTROW PARISH
Wanstrow Parish covers 4360 acres (just under 18 square kilometres) and is located
on the A359 mid-way between Frome and Bruton. The Parish is made up of
Wanstrow Village, Cloford, Weston Town, Leighton and Holwell with the main
population centred in Wanstrow.
The topography of the Parish is undulating and mainly based on a very heavy clay
soil. There are large expanses of agricultural land interspersed with woodland and
residential areas.
The A359 is the main route through the Parish and the majority of the minor roads
lead from either the A359 or the A361 Frome to Shepton Mallet Road.
The residential style of the Parish is a mix of old and new with a high proportion of
modern infill development between the older residences. There are a small but
significant number of listed buildings (designated as of special historic or
architectural interest by English Heritage).
Wanstrow parish lies within the Postlebury electoral ward (named after the hill in the
north east of Wanstrow parish). Postlebury Ward also includes the parishes of
Batcombe, Upton Noble, Witham Friary and Nunney. An elected District Councillor
represents the ward on Mendip District Council, which is the local authority that
serves Wanstrow. MDC is one of four district councils within Somerset County
Council, which controls services within the county such as education, highways,
social services and economic development.

1.2

A BRIEF HISTORY
Neolithic remains, including rock caves that show evidence of habitation near
Leighton Hanging, tell us that the area covered by the parish has been settled since
about 3000 B.C.
Cultivation had undoubtedly been established before the Romans
arrived. Subsequently a Villa is believed to have existed on the eastwest Roman Road near Alice Street. By Anglo Saxon times farming
was well developed, and Wanstrow’s name may have derived from
“Waendel’s Tree” during this period. It is the idea of this tree that has
influenced the Wanstrow & Cloford logo used in this Parish Plan.
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About 1050 acres were in use for farming when the Domesday Book was compiled
for William the First in 1086, of which approximately half (the eastern part) was
owned by the Canons of the original Saxon Wells Cathedral. History seems to have
left Wanstrow undisturbed until 1810 when a new Turnpike road was built (now the
A359), followed by the railway from Witham Friary to Shepton Mallet in 1858.
In 1926 Wanstrow Parish (2098 acres) was combined with that of Cloford (2261
acres), so that there were now two St. Mary’s churches in the parish. The old
Wanstrow Rectory (over a mile from the church) was still used by Wanstrow’s Rector
until 1972. Two Non-Conformist chapels have come and gone, as has the blacksmith,
village shops, the school, railway station, Post Office and one of two pubs in the
actual village of Wanstrow.
Since World War Two considerable new building has taken place, including a number
of council houses, some small estates built on disused land and, more recently,
various houses built in the gardens of existing homes in the village. Farms have taken
on a more modern appearance as large steel agricultural stores and covered yards
have replaced stone built barns and shippens.
A more extensive examination of the parish’s history and geography is given under a
separate heading later on in the Parish Plan. (See page 61 of Appendix).

1.3

THE PARISH TODAY
In 2008 there were approximately 490
people living in the Parish divided
between 192 dwellings. 147 of these lie
within half a mile of the crossroads by the
pub in Wanstrow. While some of our
families have lived in the Parish for
generations we also number a proportion
of more recent arrivals. It is well worth
mentioning the high percentage of
families with children and young people.
The predominant activity in the Parish is
The crossroads, Wanstrow
agriculture, as it has been for hundreds of years. Despite this, many
make a living outside the village and commute to work. There are a number of
businesses operating from the Parish including a busy agricultural supply business, a
solid fuel merchant, a garage, two pubs (one in Wanstrow & one in Holwell), and the
Blindman’s Brewerey in Leighton, among many others.
The local area also has a thriving quarry industry with parts of some active ones just
inside the northern edge of the parish. A railway line runs through the southern and
western sides of the parish to serve Torr Works, the quarry at Merehead. Cloford
Quarry (currently inactive) is a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) due to the
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exposure of Triassic & Jurassic sediments, and
is thought to be the most significant site in
Britain for this.
There is a busy and well-used Village Hall (in
the process of being completely rebuilt) and a
playing field. The Pub at Wanstrow is popular
and an important part of Parish life. Our
churches are very active and form a major part
of the lives of many residents.
Education is provided for most primary age
children at Upton Noble School and secondary
education is found either in Shepton Mallet, Frome, Bruton or Castle Cary.
There is no longer a village shop and most families use the supermarkets in nearby
towns.

1.4

PARISH COUNCIL
Wanstrow Parish Council consists of 7 members and a Parish Clerk. Meetings are
generally held on the second Monday of each month at the Village Hall and are as
informal as possible; parishioners are welcome to attend and express their views.
An agenda is posted on Notice boards one week before each meeting and copies of
minutes will be posted as soon as they are available. An AGM is held each year,
usually in May, and elections are held every four years.
Whilst the Parish Councils powers are limited, it does attempt to both represent the
views of the Parish and to work in the best interests of the community generally. The
Parish Council is consulted by Mendip District council on all local planning
applications and also lobbies both District and County councils on such matters as
Highways, footpaths, refuse disposal etc. Parishioners who wish to raise any matter
are encouraged to take it up with either one of the Councillors or the Parish
clerk. (See Contacts on page 76).

1.5

WHY AND HOW WAS A PARISH PLAN CREATED
The Parish Plan concept is a central government initiative (in the Rural White Paper
of November 2000) to give local communities a say in shaping their own futures. It is
overseen at a County level by the Rural Community Councils and until 2008 was
funded by the Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (DEFRA).
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Start
October 2007

First
Questionairre
January 2008

Second
Questionairre
June 2008

Analysis
October 2008

Conclusions
and Report
April 2009

In early 2007 the Parish Council discussed the way in which the community might
plan for the future. After agreeing to undertake a Parish Plan, grant support was
obtained from the Community Council of Somerset; the funds actually came from
DEFRA. In October 2007 the proposal was put to the village at an open meeting and it
was agreed to go ahead with a Parish Plan and to set up a Steering Committee.
Volunteers were sought to join the steering group, which has supervised the process,
compiled the questionnaires, analysed the results and written the plan.
An initial questionnaire was distributed in January 2008, the questions based on
topics raised at open meetings or Parish Council issues. Once the results were
collated, a clearer picture of parishioners’ views emerged. The Parish Plan process
usually involves a second more specific questionnaire, so using items raised in the
first, the second “Q” was delivered (one to each household) in June 2008. A ”tick
box” system was used to make it easier to assess the answers and compile people’s
opinions.
189 questionnaires were delivered (one to each occupied dwelling) & no household
asked for any extras. 77 were completed & returned, representing 77 households.
This is just over a 40% return rate, and considering some people were away & at least
one Q was eaten by a dog before the owner could get to it, not to mention lots of
other reasons for not returning questionnaires, it is a very reasonable return rate.
Businesses in the parish were approached for comments and a meeting for farmers
was held in the Village Hall. The Steering Group would like to thank them for their
input, which has been included in the relevant sections of the Plan.
Through the autumn of 2008 the collected material was assessed and slowly written
up. This proved quite complex and challenging, but by February 2009, work on the
design and layout of the final document started. In May 2009, the Plan was
presented as an unfinished draft to the Mendip Strategic Partnership, for comment
on the production methods and objectives. Enthusiastic response from the MSP
helped to encourage completion so that the Plan could be presented to the Parish
Council in June.
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1.6

CENSUS STATISTICS
In the April 2001 national census of England and Wales, Wanstrow parish is stated to
have 446 residents (230 male and 216 female) living in 176 households. There were
actually 185 dwellings (some were empty) whereas by 2008 there were 192. The
average age was 40 and 352 people were over 16 years old.
The age range was as follows:

0-4

5-15

16-24

25-44

45-64

65-74

75+

23

71

29

131

133

33

26

For the whole of Postlebury Ward the population was 2,269 in 2001. Amongst them
the percentage of people in the 15-29 age group was slightly below the average for
that group compared to the whole of the area covered by Mendip District Council.
Conversely the Postlebury population in the 30-64 age range was slightly higher than
the equivalent Mendip average figure for that group. This would reflect typical rural
age distribution patterns, as urban populations have a higher clustering of younger
age groups (age 30 and under).
Historically, the overall parish population has fluctuated:

1800

1850

1900

1925

1950

1975

2001

2009

310

455

301

250

365

370

446

490

(Note; the last third of the 19th century saw a decline in rural population due to the great
agricultural depression of the 1870 -80’s. After 1926 Cloford became included in the Parish.)

Old Cottages in Church Street 1895
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1.7

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL ISSUES
The surveys, undertaken in order to gather information for this Parish Plan,
highlighted a number of concerns, which are dealt with in detail later in the
document but can be summarised thus:

• Facilities and Amenities
• Roads and Vehicles
• Buildings and Development
• Environment
• Public Transport
• Children and Young People
• Safety, Security and Crime
• Sustainability and Renewable Energy
On a less tangible but just as important note, the responses showed a genuine
underlying desire for the Parish to remain vibrant and thriving with a strong
emphasis on community spirit and collective activities. It is this underlying desire
which we hope will foster the aims and findings of this Parish Plan and provide the
framework for maintaining and building on this strong sense of cohesion.

1.8

CONCLUSION
After nearly two years of work, the Parish Plan process has identified a list of
desirable objectives. The majority are improvements in the Parish that residents
would like to see, but do not always know how to achieve. There are various ways to
attain these objectives, and it would be unreasonable to expect the Parish Council to
lead the initiative in all of them, except where the responsibility lies clearly within
their remit, and they are able to devote the necessary time.
In most instances, groups of concerned individuals will be well placed to implement
further action; for example, the roads and highways objectives can best be achieved
by such a group who would report back to the Parish Council.
At the end of this document there is an Objectives and Action Plan (pp55-57) that
lists the aims and objectives that the Parish Plan recommends. Some are the
responsibility of statutory bodies, and may require vigorous encouragement, rather
than actual activity by parishioners. Some are easier to attain. One factor they all
have in common, however, is that in working to realise these aims, they act to
engage and involve our community, and this can only be of benefit to the Parish. The
prospective new Village Hall shows what can be done in Wanstrow with
determination. Let’s see what can be achieved next!
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2

FACILITIES
The attractions of village life and the strength of a rural community depend very
much on the facilities and amenities provided to its residents, of whatever age.
In Wanstrow the community focus revolves around those core institutions of an
English village – the village hall, the church and the pub.

2.1

THE VILLAGE HALL
The Wanstrow Village Hall has recently been restructured as a Limited Charitable
Company run by a Management Committee of four trustees, a booking clerk and
other equally dedicated volunteers representing Parish Council, Church and older
residents. The Management Committee is also responsible for the Playing Field
adjacent to the Hall, and this amenity is discussed in a separate section below.
The former Village Hall was built in the 1970s and by 2009 had become dated, damp
and cramped, expensive to heat and with very
limited kitchen, storage and toilet facilities.
Despite these limitations, every year the
Committee members, with the considerable help
of a small group of supporters, organise a varied
calendar of several successful events at the Hall.
As an independent body, the Village Hall receives
no government or local authority funding except
for a small grant each year from the Parish Council towards the cost
of grass-cutting in the field. In 2007/08 the Council paid £240, just
under half the cost incurred.

1970's Village Hall

Fund-raising events are thus essential to meet the running costs of the Hall and field,
which are at least £6000 annually.
In 2008 these included the Wanstrow Fete and Dog Show in July; the Produce, Craft
and Flower Show in September; the Harvest Supper in October (the first organised
jointly with the Church for many years, following a Harvest Service); a Children’s
Halloween Party; and the “Christmas Turkey” Race Night. The Committee itself, plus
a loyal band of helpers working in the Hall’s tiny kitchen, provide the catering for
these events, which is crucial to the success of these functions.
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Wanstrow Players as Dad's Army

Other events organised by people booking the Hall in
2008 included the Revue, performed by the
Wanstrow Players who in recent years have put on an
annual play or other entertainment here; a Parish
breakfast organised by the Church Committee; a very
successful Easter Tea party in aid of the national Eve
Appeal charity for ovarian cancer, which attracted
some 200 residents and visitors and raised over
£1000; and Christmas and New Year’s Eve Discos. In
February 2009 a highly entertaining puppet show was
held for local children.

One request from the Parish Plan Survey in January 2008 was for more cultural
events in the village. The Hall Committee succeeded in this by bringing two
subsidised “Take Art” productions to the village. In February we saw a one-woman
show by a professional actress from the Boiling Kettle Theatre Company, and in
December the Hall Committee used the Parish Church as a venue for a music
workshop and performance by jazz vocalist Cleveland Watkiss. Both events were very
well supported and enthusiastically received.
All these successful events, and the Wanstrow residents’ support for them,
demonstrated the need for a new Village
Hall fit for the 21st century. Indeed, in
the first (January) survey, under
the section on parish facilities
and amenities, a considerable
number
of
individual
respondents (25 out of 62)
identified rebuilding the Hall as
the main priority; and 14 said a
Architects drawing for the new hall
new village hall was required.
In fact, since 2003 the Village Hall Committee has been working extremely hard on a
lottery bid and other fund-raising activities to rebuild the Hall. In Summer 2008 the
Hall Committee announced that they had secured a Phase 1 Big Lottery Development
Grant of £20,000 to fund further community consultation, design development, site
investigations, building consents and tender procedures. On 30th March 2009 the
good news was announced that a Phase 2 Grant of £430,000 had been awarded. This
is for the construction of a new Village Hall on the present site, with sustainable solar
and thermo-energy resources taken from the adjacent playing field. Such a grant,
with funding already raised from other sources, will make a new 21st century Village
Hall a reality.
However, to secure a new village hall for Wanstrow, further grants will be necessary
and applications are in progress to the Somerset Aggregates Levy Fund, Viridor
Credits, the Esmée Fairburn Foundation, the Tudor Trust and the Garfield Weston
Foundation.
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The success to date of this project is due to the commitment and tenacity of the Hall
Committee whose members have devoted huge amounts of time and energy to this
cause.

2.2

CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES IN THE VILLAGE
While several events and one-off functions are held in the Hall, as described above,
few regular clubs or other activities meet or take place there, apart from the Parish
Council and Hall Committee meetings.
In past years a children’s playgroup and a doctors’ surgery were held at the Village
Hall, but these ceased, largely owing to the inadequacy of the facilities at the Hall.
The Wanstrow Women’s Institute (WI) also closed at the end of 2006, from dwindling
support. A weekly keep fit class meets at the hall on Wednesday evenings.
The poor facilities and unattractive appearance of the Hall may be the main reason
for the lack of clubs and regular activities in Wanstrow, with inefficient and expensive
heating also playing a part. The first question in the June 2008 survey was:
What activity groups would you like to see in the village (other than children’s)?
A large number of the 77 households which responded asked for a wide range of
more activity groups in the village, including, in order of number of requests:-

17

15

14

11

10

8

8

7

7

6

5

5

3

2

2

Many more villagers might support such activities and a simple tick-box
questionnaire will be circulated in the future to confirm the most popular potential
new activities in the new hall.
All these types of activities are held in the halls or community centres of many other
local Somerset villages, and so even a small village like Wanstrow should be able to
support such groups on a regular basis.
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Certainly the income from such activities will be a much-needed source of revenue
for the new Wanstrow Village Hall to ensure its financial viability, and the operation
of a certain number of such clubs is envisaged in the New Hall Business Plan
submitted to the Big Lottery Fund. The suggestion from one Survey respondent that
the Hall should develop as a “social hub” is an interesting one.
However, the residents of Wanstrow cannot reasonably expect the Hall Committee
to organise these activities for the village – the initiative to set up clubs and activity
groups must come from the residents themselves. Indeed 3 respondents to the
January Survey said that more support for the Hall was needed from the village, with
more co-operation between users and the Hall Committee for improvements.
What may be missing at present is a means of communication between the residents
to determine who is interested in which activity and to facilitate the process of
forming and maintaining support for the chosen activities. This might also assist with
the process of hiring the hall. We consider ways to deal with this problem in the
section on “Communications within Wanstrow” below.

2.3

THE PLAYING FIELD
The Playing Field is part of the land given to the village in 1946, together with the site
of the current hall, and so the field is looked after by the Management Committee of
the Wanstrow Village Hall charity.
In the first survey in January 2008 several respondents (8 out of 62) ranked
improvements to the playing field as the top priority for the village facilities and
amenities; and in the second survey in June 2008 specific suggestions for such
improvements were made by individual respondents of all ages, from children aged
5-15, young people and adults. The results and assessment of the playing field
questions can be seen in the Children & Young People section.

2.4

THE PUB
Wanstrow once had two pubs, but by the mid-1990s
both had closed. Fortunately, the present pub, a free
house (formerly the “King William IV” and renamed
“The Pub at Wanstrow” in the 1990s) was acquired by
the present owners in 1999. They have built it up as a
popular regular venue for many living in Wanstrow
and beyond, serving a range of beers and wines, and
good value, home-cooked meals, and The Pub
features in the “Good Beer Guide”.
Most residents regard The Pub as a vital village amenity, and for many it is seen as
the most important or even the only amenity. The popular Skittles League, which has
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16 teams competing, holds games in The Pub on every weekday evening, and also an
annual prize-giving dance and buffet. Events such as the monthly pub quizzes, special
dining nights and the New Year’s Eve fancy dress party contribute to the Pub’s value
as a focus for the life of the community.
In the event that the present licensees retire, 6 respondents to the June 2008 Survey
said that the residents should ensure that the Pub is maintained, two respondents
seeing it as the “hub of the parish”. There is in fact a national organisation called “The
Pub is the Hub” set up in 2001, through the Rural Action Programme of Business in
the Community, by The Prince of Wales. It encourages breweries, pub owners,
licensees and local communities to work together to help retain and enhance rural
pubs - see its website www.pubisthehub.org.uk.
There is no pub in Cloford and one was requested by one household of 5 people in
the January Parish Plan Survey.
There is also “The Bear” public house at Holwell, which is just inside the northern
boundary of the Parish. However, due to the road network this tends to serve the
needs of residents north of the parish.

2.5

THE CHURCH
The Church of St. Mary the Virgin in Wanstrow,
and St Mary’s Church at Cloford, are two of the
five churches currently within the United Parish
of Postlebury. The Parish covers Wanstrow,
Cloford, Nunney, Witham Friary and Marston
Bigot – and is soon to be extended to cover
Mells and Leigh-on-Mendip.
The first record of a parish priest in Wanstrow
was in 1190 and a church was built here in the
St. Mary the Virgin, Wanstrow
15th century. The present church tower was
rebuilt in 1810, and the rest of the building was restored in 1875. The medieval
church in Cloford, with a 15th century tower, was also largely restored in the 19th
century. Both churches are Grade 2* listed buildings.
These Anglican churches are now the only places of worship in Wanstrow and
Cloford. Older residents of the village remember the two Methodist Chapels – the
Wesleyan Chapel, built in 1835 at the front of what is now Wesley Close, and
demolished in the late 1960s; and the Primitive Methodist Chapel in the Street, built
in 1876 and now a private house and pottery. These residents also recall a clear
“Church/Chapel” divide in the village, common in many communities in England
when religious worship, and the different creeds of worship, occupied a much more
influential role in people’s lives than they do now.
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Worship in Wanstrow and Cloford continues in both churches,
and this clearly still fulfils the spiritual needs of many in the
parish and provides a venue for baptisms, weddings and
funerals. The services at Christmas and Easter, and on
Remembrance Sunday, are usually well attended. At the Carol
Service at Wanstrow in 2008, many parents came to see their
children from Upton Noble and Nunney primary schools in a
Nativity scene, and singing in the choir. Other special events in
the year included a service with Christ Church Frome at St.
Mary’s attended by the Bishop of Taunton; the Christingle
Service and the Lenten Lunch; the Wanstrow Feast Service
followed by the Annual Village Walk and lunch on the May
Bank Holiday; and the Harvest Service and Supper in October.
As with many rural parishes, however, the regular congregation
tends to be drawn from the older residents. The management
of church affairs, and the upkeep of the building and
churchyard, are undertaken by the two churchwardens, the
St. Mary's Wanstrow Bell Tower
three lay pastoral assistants and a small church committee.
They and many other residents work hard, all on a voluntary basis, to support Father
John Hodder who after over 22 years as the Rector of all five churches in Postlebury
is to retire within the next 2 years.
The Postlebury Ringers practise at Wanstrow every other week, and ring the bells for
services and on other special occasions. Other local residents volunteer by assisting
with the services and arranging church flowers. They also help by looking after the
church tower, its flag, the church clock, and by cutting the grass in and around the
churchyard.
Worship apart, some Wanstrow residents may not consider their parish churches as
an amenity serving the two villages. In the first January 2008 survey one respondent
requested that the church be used for concerts – another suggested it be used as a
special learning environment for local schools.
In fact there have been several concerts in the Church over the years and the local
committees are trying to increase these. In January 2008
and 2009 the Church in Wanstrow was the venue for very
successful Jazz Concerts with performances by the King’s
School, Bruton, Jazz Band. In June 2008, St Mary’s in
Wanstrow held an afternoon of Summer Song and Music
with the local children’s choir and organ recitals, followed
by cream teas in the garden of the Manor House, and
another children’s concert was held in August. In
December 2008 the Village Hall Committee arranged the
successful “Take Art” production with the musician
King’s Bruton Jazz Concert
Cleveland Watkiss in the Church.
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The primary school in Upton Noble uses the Church for its Christmas service every 4
years, rotating with other local churches, and it is certainly worth exploring the scope
for other educational uses.
One Survey comment was that “the church needs to be more welcoming”. Another
respondent suggested “tactful consultation with the church” about parish amenities.
As stated above, the Church’s mission in Wanstrow and Cloford, and the
maintenance of the buildings themselves, depend largely on the considerable
voluntary contribution of a relatively small number of residents. The church wardens
and committee do though recognise the need to reach out to all the residents of the
villages, whatever their religious belief, and they will continue to provide the church
as a venue to which all are welcomed, for both worship and secular purposes.
The future – even the survival - of the Church’s mission in Wanstrow and Cloford will,
however, depend on meeting the high financial costs of maintaining the ministry and
these ancient and complex historical buildings in accordance with the strict
requirements of the Diocese. This may in turn depend on the residents themselves
visiting, supporting and using the Churches for an increasingly diverse range of uses
that are still in keeping with their proper function as places of worship.

2.6

SHOPPING IN WANSTROW
The first question often asked by many visitors to
Wanstrow, especially those from cities or towns, is
“Does the village have a shop”?
In fact there used to be three shops, one with a
Post Office, in the centre of Wanstrow but these
had all closed by the late 1970s. Nowadays, a local
couple run a fruit and vegetable stall at the Village
Hall car park every Thursday, and a newsagent
based at Witham Friary delivers newspapers for
collection from a box outside the Pub for those
who order them. Plank’s Dairy from Warminster
makes early doorstep milk deliveries on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.

Vegetable Stall at Wanstrow

Read Agriservices are an agricultural machinery and engineering business on the
main road, where customers can also buy a range of ironmongery, hardware and
other goods; Symes Fuels supplies logs and gas cylinders, and other solid fuels, and
provides caravan storage; and Byrne’s Garage sell second hand cars, service vehicles
and undertake vehicle bodywork repair.
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In response to the January 2008 Parish Plan Survey, four people requested a
shop/Post Office or a community shop, and two others suggested a mobile fish and
chip van, or a mobile library. In the follow-up Survey in July 2008, the second
question under Facilities was as follows:-

Facilities have gone in the past through lack of support (e.g. Post Office).
What would you like to see that you would use?
The following replies are those relating to retailing:

Local shop

Household response
33

Individual
93

Post Office services

21

54

More stalls on Thursday/Market

8

19

Basic foodstuffs retail

3

10

Mobile shop/fast food

2

5

Milkman*

1

3

Newsagent*

1

6

(* Note – milk and newspaper deliveries are in fact made to Wanstrow, as described above.)

We know that many rural villages across England are setting up community shops,
and the village of Wellow near Bath has successfully operated one for several years.
A charity called the Plunkett Foundation, which incorporates the Village Retail
Services Association (ViRSA), provides start-up funds for rural community shops.
There is a thriving fruit and vegetable in the Village Hall car park every Thursday.
However it is doubtful whether a community shop would be financially viable in a
village the size of Wanstrow, or if sufficient volunteers would come forward to run it.
The butcher who in 2008 ran a meat stall in Wanstrow on Thursdays, alongside the
fruit and vegetable stall, has now stopped because of lack of support.
A more appropriate option than a fixed site shop or stall might be to arrange for a
local, established village shop to operate a mobile shop or delivery service to
Wanstrow. The shopkeeper at Stoke St. Michael, currently living in Wanstrow, has
apparently indicated a strong interest in doing this.

2.7

COMMUNICATIONS WITHIN WANSTROW
In the above section on “Clubs and Activities in the Village” we mentioned that
improved communications between the villagers themselves might facilitate the
formation of the sort of activity groups requested by respondents to the Surveys.
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The “Postlebury News” is the monthly Parish newsletter for the five villages of
Nunney, Wanstrow, Cloford, Marston Bigot and Witham Friary, carrying mainly
church information but also including local adverts and information on village events.
There is also a Parish Newsletter, issued by the Parish Council twice a year.
One respondent to the January 2008 Survey asked for “decent-sized
notice boards”. Since then the two small notice-boards within Wanstrow
village, which became rather cluttered with notices over-lapping each
other, have been replaced with larger ones. The Village Hall also has a
prominent board in its car park advertising forthcoming events which is
effective in drawing attention to village functions.
It might also be useful for a plan of the village of Wanstrow to be erected
at the cross-roads, as many visitors, and drivers of delivery vans and taxis
to the village, have to ask for directions.
A few years ago there was a Wanstrow website, but this had ceased by
2007. A local resident has expressed interest in running a new website,
and this would certainly assist in promoting the village’s profile and
One of the new notice boards
enabling residents to advertise events and activities, and generally
communicate with each other. The members of the Parish Plan Steering Committee
have found communication via e-mail invaluable in preparing this Plan.
The advent of mobile phones and email has seen Wanstrow’s historic red K6 type
telephone box declared redundant by BT, despite efforts by the Parish Council to
have it listed. Its fate has been the subject of various suggestions; adoption by the
parish for a nominal fee is a possibility, if a new use and site can be found.
The Parish Plan for Wellow referred to the introduction of a Register of Interests for
the village, and this is something that might be usefully adopted in Wanstrow and
Cloford – for example to see how much interest there is in setting up a particular
activity such as an IT computer class or a gardening club. A suitable venue for its
location would be required, possibly within the Pub or the Village Hall – although in
the case of the Hall, access is an issue until a village web site exists.
One possibility might be for a “Village Office” to be open within the Hall for, say, an
hour each Saturday, or to coincide with regular events at the new hall – perhaps a
monthly Saturday coffee morning of the type run at the Bruton Community Hall,
which is organised by supporters of a different charity each week.
Such a Village Office would provide another means of communication between
villagers who might not wish to go to the Pub or the Church to find out what is
happening within Wanstrow and Cloford.
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2.8

ADDITIONAL FACILITIES/AMENITIES
The Parish Plan Surveys in January and July 2008 produced some additional requests
and comments concerning facilities and amenities, as follows:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Library van
Hitching/parking facilities for horses/bikes
More bridleways, or negotiation with landowners for improved bridleways
Litter/dog waste bins
More attractive village bench
Zebra crossing across to village hall
An odd job man
Allotments
A free fishing lake
Village walks
Clean up/maintenance group

Note: The Parish Plan Steering Committee organised two Litter Picks in the village in 2008,
followed by a breakfast in the Village Hall for the litter-pickers! See also under the
Environment heading for this.

A third question in the second survey was asked with reference to new activity
groups and facilities:
Would you be prepared to join an action group to implement any of the above
(But also particularly with Playing Field improvements)?
15 people offered to help with various activities or facilities in addition to those
already doing something in this line. A member of the steering group thanked them
personally and their names were added to the provisional “Register of Interests”.

2.9

OBJECTIVES
Short Term
• New village/parish website (with improved broadband connection in
village).Under way, contact has been made with Michael Perry at
www.shepton21.org about a new site for Wanstrow parish.
• A sign with a plan of the village near the crossroads.
• Register of volunteers and skill/activity interests (located in village
hall/pub/church/website) to co-ordinate and facilitate clubs and activities.
• Some new volunteers for the Village Hall Committee.
• Keep parishioners informed of progress of Hall rebuild via notice boards and the
Parish Newsletter.
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Medium Term
• A range of thriving clubs and activities using the village hall supported by large
number of residents living in and around Wanstrow.
• Village office in new Village Hall.
• Playing Field & Playground improvements – see under “Children & Young
People”
• Village benches – picnic table and seating for Playing Field.
• Liaison with Pub owners to secure the Pub’s role in the village.
• Monthly charity coffee mornings in new Village Hall.
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ROADS AND TRAFFIC

3

The first questionnaire highlighted that approximately 95% of respondents have
concerns over traffic and roads in the Parish. This raised 5 major topics. Below are
the questions asked in the second survey on these issues and the replies from the 77
households who answered. Respondents were asked to give “weighting” to their
answers and could make preferences towards all the offered solutions. The
percentages are calculated with regard to this method.
Speeding: which calming solutions would you prefer to see in the village?
Speed visor sign
35%
Extending speed limits
Pedestrian crossing with lights 20%
Community speedwatch
Width restrictions
19%
Speeding not an issue
Junctions: which junction improvements would you prefer to see?
Improved visibility
35%
Clearer signage
Convex mirrors
28.6%
None required
Verge maintenance
20.8%
Crossings for pedestrians: which would you like to see in the village?
Crossing with lights
56.1%
Lollipop person
21.6%
Not required

15%
10%
0.6%

14.7%
0.7%

22.2%

Parking: which of the following would you like to see in the village?
Off street parking for new developments
67%
Parking restrictions
20%
No problem perceived
13%
Road conditions: which of the following would you like to see?
Better road maintenance
58.5%
No problem perceived
Better road cleaning
24.8%

16.6%
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3.1

ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT SITUATION
The current traffic controls are plainly inadequate and consist of the speed limits
within the village boundaries, associated road markings, community speedwatch
(dormant until recently) and signage (which is poorly positioned in many cases).
Suggested solutions are a combination of self-help measures and longer-term
proposals that will require (in addition to support from the Parish Council) action
from agencies and bodies outside the Parish.

3.2

AREAS OF CONCERN
SPEEDING
As expected the main area of concern with traffic speed is the
A359, particularly where it runs through the village of Wanstrow.
The road from the junction with Long Lane in the north to the
brow of Burt’s Hill in the South is very straight with few natural
speed limiting features. This leads to a very high number of
vehicles driving at excessive speeds through the village in both
directions, whether as an oversight or deliberately. This poses a
significant danger to other road users and pedestrians,
particularly the children having to cross the A359 to and from
their school buses. The speed limit within the village is 30 miles
per hour and is clearly signed giving way to 40 miles per hour
through the outer reaches of the village as is usual for rural
villages. There is also an additional danger to motorists entering
and leaving properties along the main road and using the various
junctions within the parish, due to excessive speeds on the A359.

The fast approach from the south.

It should be noted that the Parish Council has for some time been trying to get a
Speed Visor electronic speed indicator installed. This was a popular option amongst
respondents in the second questionnaire. Despite the Parish Council’s best efforts,
this has not materialised, and in any case would only work in one direction, when the
problem involves speeding traffic in both directions. To be effective one for each
direction would be required. This and other speed limiting measures are discussed
under “Proposed Solutions” (below).
Between the Northern end of Wanstrow and the edge of the Parish, beyond the
turning for Cloford from the A359, there are a number of dangerous bends that are
also of concern, particularly in inclement weather. There have been several accidents
in recent years along this stretch of road. Excessive speeds along this stretch of road
are considered to be a major potential cause of future incidents. The Parish Council
has lobbied for improvements at the junction to Cloford with the A359.
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JUNCTIONS

Dangerous right turn onto A359 from The Street

The surveys and anecdotal evidence
collected from residents highlight the
fact that all junctions where side roads
and the A359 intersect are of concern
to those who have to use them. The
Church Street Junction
main worry is the limited visibility
coupled with excessive speeds on the A359. Although there have been mercifully few
accidents at junctions there is reported evidence of numerous near misses.
The causes of poor visibility include awkward junction layouts, such as the A359
crossroads in the centre of Wanstrow, by the Pub. When approaching this junction
from either Church Street or The Street, in both cases walls or buildings obscure a
clear view to the right. Other causes of restricted visibility are crests in the main
road; for instance they make turning right out of Brickyard Lane onto the A359
extremely hazardous. Turning right at
this junction from Mead Lane is also
dangerous due to the hedge obscuring
approaching traffic.

Mead Lane onto A359

Exit from Brickyard Lane
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CROSSINGS & PAVEMENTS
The Street and Church Street both have narrow pavements in places, and some
stretches with no exclusive pedestrian walkway, however the current volume of
traffic is relatively low so this is not a matter of great concern for adults and
supervised children.

However the situation on Station Road (the A359) is far more serious. A long break in
the pavement opposite The Pub means that to get from the southern end of Station
Road to the Village Hall, pedestrians must either cross the road twice, or walk for
approximately 30 metres in the traffic, which is relatively heavy and often travelling
too fast. Note that the area outside the Pub frontage is for customer parking and is
not dedicated as pavement.
The dangerous lack of pavement on this stretch is further exacerbated by the lack of
a safe marked crossing point; this is particularly worrying for the parents of school
children walking to and from the bus, but is of general concern to all pedestrians
using Station Road.

A serious problem for pedestrians
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PARKING
There is a general lack of off-street parking within the village of Wanstrow,
particularly on the High Street and Church Lane. This makes the movement of larger
farm vehicles difficult for farmers and also causes inconvenience to residents and
their visitors.
Points raised in the surveys cite both the lack of available parking spaces and bad or
inconsiderate parking as the main factors causing congestion.

ROAD CONDITIONS
The surveys raised a number of concerns
about the conditions of roads. These
included the state of repair of the A359 and
minor roads; mud and farming detritus left
on the roads for long periods; and areas
where
road
markings
are
either
indecipherable or extremely worn.
The culvert bridge at
Weston Town was severely
damaged and almost out of
use for a considerable
length of time during 2008
following the combination
of a flood and a period of
heavy works traffic using the
road. It is evident that the
roads within the Parish are
not a high priority with the
responsible authority.
The Culvert at Weston Town

3.3

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
From the many proposed solutions there are a number that can be implemented by
the community with a little further organisation and planning. Longer term solutions
will require a consolidated action plan and intervention by outside agencies.

SPEEDING
The main self-help solution is the community speedwatch programme. This is already
in existence but has been dormant for some time. As a quick and effective way of
monitoring and slowing traffic speeds, this programme is known to produce results in
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a relatively short period. We therefore recommend that this is revitalised and
implemented as soon as possible. It should be noted however that this action will
have most effect within Wanstrow Village and may only have a limited effect on
other areas of the Parish. Also it depends entirely on the willingness and availability
of volunteers. In the past such schemes in Wanstrow have declined over a period of
time due to the lack of volunteers.
As noted previously, a popular solution is the use of a flashing warning sign (speed
visor) in conjunction with the existing speed limit signs. This is known to have some
effect in other parishes and also from the short term use of one at the southern end
of Wanstrow during 2007. There are serious cost implications with the installation of
these, especially if two are required, and the steering group felt that expenditure on
them might be better spent on permanent physical speed calming structures.
However one or two speed visors would be an excellent interim measure if suitably
placed.
Apart from the suggestions made by respondents
to the village survey, the Steering Group has noted
that some other parishes have commissioned
traffic surveys to provide basis for further
approaches to the relevant authorities.
However, self help and voluntary measures are
only a partial solution to these problems and the
Steering Group considers that it is imperative for
the Highways Authority to take swift action to
reduce danger from speeding traffic within the
parish. The following long term solutions are
strongly recommended.
This example is on the A39 in Marksbury

1) The creation of pinch points (width restrictions) at either end of Wanstrow with
priority to traffic leaving the village. They can also protect parked cars, which help to
slow down the traffic.
Also needed is a width restriction opposite the Pub, to incorporate a pavement, (see
below under “crossings”).
2) The extension of the 30
mph zone northwards to
slow down traffic entering
Wanstrow from the north
(the Nunney end). The
present siting of the 30 mph
sign is dangerously close to
the crossroads. This crossing
has a right turn out of The
Street, with very poor
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visibility, across the path of southbound traffic only 75 metres within the zone.
Moreover in this location the sign is frequently obscured by vegetation growth
further north in the summer. To the south of Wanstrow, Read Agriservices, whose
entrance is currently in the unrestricted zone, have stated that the 40mph limit signs
would better protect traffic emerging from their busy site if these limit signs were
moved further south.
Speed humps and rumble strips were suggested in the survey, but on reflection these
would be likely to cause a significant level of noise, particularly when lorries and
large vehicles negotiate them.

JUNCTIONS
In the short term, some of the junctions outside
the village will benefit from better verge
maintenance to remove vegetation that affects
the visibility. The installation of convex mirrors at
some of the junctions would also be beneficial,
although this would entail a significant amount of
cleaning and general upkeep.
In the longer term, the introduction of antispeeding measures such as pinch points and the
inclusion of additional pavement opposite the
Pub would have an effect on the safety of
junctions.
View to left when exiting Brickyard Lane onto
Ultimately it is unlikely that junction layouts will be
A359
altered to improve safety, particularly when
incidents are low in number. It is therefore sensible for the Parish to look at self-help
measures such as improving signage and verge maintenance together with the
possibility of installing convex mirrors.

CROSSINGS AND PAVEMENTS
The obvious short-term solution to safe crossings, at least as far as the daily rush to
the school bus is concerned, would be the institution of a school crossing patrol,
although this would require a group of volunteers and co-ordinators. Without other
traffic calming procedures this would be a hazardous job.
In the longer term, the provision of a pavement opposite the Pub would be an
excellent solution to the need to cross the A359 twice if going from one end of the
village to the other. However this would not be a solution for the east side of the
village where a pedestrian crossing is considered essential, opposite the Village Hall.
This would require the co-operation of the various Highways Agencies.
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These photos show a possible solution, incorporating a
pavement combined with a width restriction to calm traffic

PARKING
Parking was discussed in detail by the Parish Plan Steering Group and it is felt that
marked parking areas or parking restrictions are likely to cause more problems than
they solve, since residents appear to park as sensibly as possible. There is simply a
lack of available parking space in certain areas. However it is felt that a longer-term
remedy to prevent the problem increasing can be addressed by ensuring that any
new residences have suitable and ample off-street parking as a condition of Planning
Consent. This would be a minimum of two off-road parking spaces, not including
garaging.
It is also noted that the parking of cars on Station Road has a beneficial effect in
slowing traffic in much the same way that an artificial pinch point would. This is
however dangerous for people getting in or out of them without other permanent
calming installations.
Protection for parked cars could be accommodated in the lee of a width restriction.
(See example below in Stratton-on-the-Fosse).
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ROAD CONDITIONS
Although the results of the surveys were inconclusive as to the best method of
improving road conditions, the Roads and Traffic Team of the Parish Plan Steering
Group have a number of suggestions:
The development of a relationship with the relevant authority to ensure that
concerns over deterioration of the road surface, the wearing away of road markings
and other specific matters are reported quickly through the correct channels to try to
ensure the swift resolution of such problems.
Contact details for the local Highways department of Somerset County Council are:
Somerset Highways, Mendip Area Office, Wells Road, Glastonbury, BA6 9AS.
Concerns can also be logged by email at: mendiphighways@somerset.gov.uk
or by telephone on 0845 345 9155.

OTHER MATTERS
There are several places on the A359 as it runs through Wanstrow, where signs and
other street furniture present a cluttered and confusing picture to vehicles passing
through. We recommend a thorough review of this layout to see if the overall clutter
can be reduced with a greater emphasis on clear and visible signs.

Obscured signs, looking north in village centre
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3.4

OBJECTIVES
Immediate Action
•

Institute a Roads and Traffic Group within the parish, responsible for traffic
calming and pedestrian safety initiatives, reporting to the Parish Council.

Short Term
•
•
•
•
•

Reinstate the Community Speedwatch Programme.
Improve verge maintenance at junctions.
Investigate the desirability of convex mirrors at certain junctions.
Compile a full list of road defects within the parish.
Conduct a review of the levels of street furniture and collect
potential solutions to street clutter.
• Commission a full professional traffic survey within the parish.
• Installation of village entrance features to slow traffic down.

Medium Term
• Insist on off-street parking as a condition of consent for new development.
• Investigate the institution of a school crossing patrol (in conjunction
with a properly installed pedestrian crossing).
• Use “speedvisor” flashing signs at both 30 limits on the A359.

Long Term
• Introduce one or more pedestrian crossings on the A359 (this must be able to
work in conjunction with a crossing point for school children).
• Extend the speed limits at each end of Wanstrow.
• Construct a length of pavement opposite The Pub.
• Investigate minor alterations to junction layout with a view to improving
visibility.
• Installation of physical traffic calming features as suggested in the Parish Plan.
Current 30mph limit shown below
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BUILDINGS, DEVELOPMENT

4

& VILLAGE DESIGN
4.1

PLANNING MATTERS
For those who take an interest in planning matters, it can be an
emotive issue, with strongly felt opinions, and this applies as
much in Wanstrow as it does in Swindon or London. Planning
decisions are based on planning law, but there are levels of
interpretation by planning officers that vary enormously, and can
be influenced by individuals. A basic planning application could
be proposed in a form that appeared very unsatisfactory to
residents, but they can influence its outcome, often to modify it
to a reasonable solution to most parties. The awareness of this,
and the collection of parishioners’ opinions on the various
planning policies that might affect our parish are critical to the
production of a parish plan and Wanstrow’s ability to influence
future policy in this respect – notably in the emerging Local
Development Framework.
In the first questionnaire in January 2008, parishioners were
invited on an individual basis to express their views around a few
loose suggestions. 50 responses thought there were some
problems about planning issues, while 7 thought there were none. The general
headings suggested in the Questionnaire were infill building, social housing, green
belt, future development and character of the village.
Many residents who responded to the questionnaire in more detail were primarily
concerned about the level of infill building in the village, the effect this has on its
character and the pressure it puts on its facilities. Some residents felt that future
housing development should be confined, as far as possible, to previously-used sites
outside the village’s designated Development Limit (DL), thereby both conserving the
character of the heart of the village and minimising any incursion of development
into the green belt. In particular there was a clear inference that the inhabitants
would like Wanstrow to retain its rural village characteristics.
In June 2008 a second more detailed questionnaire was distributed and 77
households responded to this (40% of all the households in Wanstrow parish). A full
analysis of the results is given later on, but the overall expressions returned by the
respondents are summarised here initially.
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4.2

WANSTROW VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT LIMIT

The thick black line shows the village Development Limit (DL or “Planning Envelope”)
as altered in 1998 and currently in force (2009).
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4.3

NEW BUILD
The question of where future houses might be built was the over-riding concern in
the Planning/Buildings & Development section. The obvious option permitted by
existing planning law is inside the village’s Development Limit (DL) or “envelope” as it
is sometimes referred to (see map on p.32 showing this as it stands in 2008). Most
building land has been used up here, leaving only the gardens of existing properties.
Building on such sites is referred to as “infilling”. Other options, though not
necessarily permissible at present, are to build outside the DL, either on greenfield
sites or on previously developed sites (i.e. farming or industrial sites).
There was a very strong consensus among respondent households (84%) for greater
control on the granting of planning permission for infilling by the local authority. Of
these, 62% wanted to see tighter control and 24% actually wanted to see a halt to all
further
infill
development.
Infill
development was generally seen as having
an adverse affect on the character of the
village, due to ever increasing density of
housing, and also causing increasing
problems due to a greater demand for
parking. Greenfield development was
unpopular, with 67% opposing this, but
the same percentage was in favour of
previously used, or “brownfield” sites
outside the DL being developed, even if
the local authority do not readily sanction
this at present.
Whilst nobody would wish to see
wholesale development occurring the
Steering Group is of the view that if further
development is to take place within the village, then serious consideration may have
to be given to a sensitive relaxation of the DL so that the village may “breathe”.
Pockets of small development on the edge of the village in the form of “outfill” might
be preferable to the continual infill which Wanstrow has experienced in recent years,
particularly if a high standard of design and sustainability can be guaranteed.
Over half of households asked thought that some Affordable Housing was desirable
(preferably for local residents), though close liaison with Mendip District Council over
the “Rural Exception” scheme would be essential if this is to work. (Explained in
appendix).
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4.4

CONSERVATION & OTHER MATTERS
Nearly everyone wanted to see a better standard of design than has been practised
in recent years, and 78% liked the idea of a bit of Wanstrow becoming a
Conservation Area, if only to give the village some prestige, and to alert the planning
authority to the village’s traditional architectural merits. The emergence of Local
Listing may be a solution to this (see below under question 5 analysis).
A number of these issues can be addressed
separately by producing a document called a
Village Design Statement (VDS). There is
considerable encouragement from local
government at District and County level to
produce such a statement. It would be a natural
progression from the Parish Plan, and specifies
the particular problems and perceived long term
direction of the parish in planning and building
matters. Some expert professional advice can
also be important in producing a VDS.
Church Street
A further point that touches on planning came
out in both surveys. This is that many residents are unhappy about the parking
situation in Wanstrow village. This is covered under the Roads and Traffic section of
this Parish Plan, but mention should be made here that it was widely felt that a
minimum of 2 off road parking spaces should be allowed for all future residential
developments.

Another area of concern was drainage, especially on
the occasions when there are sudden heavy
cloudbursts. Due to stormwater which runs off the
rising ground to the south of Wanstrow, and has to
pass through the village to discharge into the
watercourses flowing towards the Nunney Brook, it
is essential that all future developments pay
attention to ensure that this flow is allowed for in
their groundworks. There is evidence to suppose this
may not have been allowed for in one recent
development.
Flooding in Mead Lane

One final point is that much of Wanstrow
Village is served by the Sewage Treatment Works off Mead Lane. Wessex Water
states that it currently serves 113 dwellings and in their opinion is approaching its
current full capacity. The site will be subject to a consent review through the
Environment Agency in the next few years, and if a new standard is required
improvement works will be implemented.
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4.5

DETAILED ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES
For compilation it was decided to count actual
households, rather than individuals. It seemed
unfair that a household of 5 individuals, 3 of them
children, should outweigh the views of a single
adult household. The 77 surveys represented 200
individuals, and though many forms returned the
age ranges in their household, not all were
completed fully enough to use the total number
of adults (approximately 161 respondents were
age 16 or over) as the 100% mark. Obviously this
is not perfect, but in planning terms it is
households (and the dwellings they represent)
that are significant.

Manor Farm

In a small number of cases no choice was ticked in reply to a specific question.
However the results have still been expressed as a percentage of 77, the total
number of questionnaires returned (i.e. 77 is 100%). The non-answers have been
treated as “don’t knows”. This means that adding all responses together for one
question may not equal 77, or 100%. These statistics are for households who
returned questionnaires, not individuals. (The statistics for individuals were collated
and were in much the same proportion as households on preference towards an
option. In no case did the figures for individuals alter the precedence voted for on a
household basis).
Each question asked in the 2nd planning questionnaire is given below, followed by the
responses. After each one are the conclusions that the Steering Group have drawn.
The following information for respondents was given in the questionnaire:
“Please note: It is most unlikely that Mendip District Council planning authority
will allow future development on green field sites beyond the edge of Wanstrow’s
village Development Limit (what many of you called ‘Green Belt’). This is not part of
planning law at present and not likely to change in the case of Wanstrow. However,
this does not include Affordable Housing, and occasionally very small quantities may
be permitted adjoining a village.”
1. Many responses expressed concern about infill development within the village’s
Development Limit. Which option do you prefer?
1. There should be no restrictions on infill.
2. There should be stricter controls on infill.
3. There should be no more infill development.

9 responses = 11.7%
48 responses = 62.3%
19 responses = 24.6%

The first part of this question could have been better phrased, it should probably
have said, “Should the present restrictions on infill be retained?” The reason is that it
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is very unlikely that the Planning Authority will relax the present conditions on
building in gardens etc. within the village Development Limit. However the 9
responses that ticked this or implied this are taken to be accepting the status quo on
current infill planning.
What the stricter controls would be was not defined; this would be up to the
Planning Authority. However there is a clear majority in favour of the existing
situation being enforced or controlled more tightly.
2: Would you be in favour of a small (say 5 maximum) Affordable Housing
development outside the village Development Limit?
1. No Affordable Housing
2. Some Affordable Housing
3. Some Affordable Housing for locals only

27 responses = 35.0%
19 responses = 12.9%
38 responses = 49.4%

There is a long history of the preferred option (for locals only) being difficult to
enforce, which deters others from favouring this. However there is a scheme called
“Rural Exceptions” which addresses this problem. This is explained in the appendix on
p.58

3:

If planning law should ever change would you be prepared to see some new
housing development on a “Greenfield” site on the edge of the village outside
the present planning zone?
1. In favour
22 responses = 28.5%
2. Opposed
52 responses = 67.5%
This confirms existing Government & local policy with reference to Wanstrow,
whereby generally no exceptions (excluding affordable housing and agriculture related
dwellings) can be built outside the DL (“the present planning zone”). Moreover there is
no intention to enlarge the DL of Wanstrow at present by Mendip District Council.
4: Would you be in favour of a limited amount of future housing being built on a
‘previously used’ site (many of you referred to ‘brownfield’ sites in this category)
outside the village Development Limit but close to the main village?
1. In favour
52 responses = 67.5%
2. Opposed
22 responses = 28.5%
Currently Wanstrow is seen by the planners as being a village where this is not
permissible (It is not one of the “Serviced Villages” like Evercreech), but exceptions can
be made, and there seems to be a consensus in favour of this policy amongst
respondents, which might influence a decision on a suitable development.
5: Do you feel that the historic core of Wanstrow should be conserved in any way?
(There are some options that the village could pursue if enough people want to,
e.g. a central conservation area).
1. In favour
2. Opposed

60 responses = 77.8%
14 responses = 18.2%
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The Conservation Department at Mendip District Council is currently examining the
introduction of a “Local Listing” scheme, whereby buildings of lesser status than
those currently listed on historic or architectural merits, can also have some degree
of protection in order to conserve them. This could apply to buildings contributing to
a historic streetscape, so the concept of a homogenous conservation area, difficult to
apply in Wanstrow, may be better served by the use of Local Listing.
6: Is a high quality of design and construction important in new building projects in
the Parish?
1. Yes
75 responses = 97.4%
2. No
1 response = 2.6%
75 said yes, 1 said no. Every respondent (well nearly everyone) thinks this is a good
precedent; however people have very varied ideas of what constitutes good design!
A Village Design Statement would help to clarify this.
This 97.4% vote in favour is a very useful stick to wave at the Planning Authority to
try to ensure Wanstrow does not get some of the very poor design levels that have
beleaguered many recent developments!

4.6

OBJECTIVES
Objectives for the Parish’s “Built Environment” as expressed by the residents can be
summed up in the following aims:

Short Term
• To look after what we’ve got.
• Try to amend unsuitable development plans and bring pressure on Mendip
District Council to respect the existing integrity of Wanstrow. In particular the
Parish Council’s views, where they clearly represent the wishes of the residents.

Medium Term
• To produce a Village Design Statement for Wanstrow that would be useful in
guiding future development.
• To support the new Local Listing scheme for significant buildings.

Long Term
• To investigate the planning process that would divert “new build” onto existing
brownfield sites outside the village Development Limit.
• To encourage the Somerset Rural Housing Enabler to carry out a housing
needs survey to assess demand for affordable homes for locals.
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ENVIRONMENT
The farmland and woods, which cover most of the parish, form over 90% of what
might be termed the environment of Wanstrow and Cloford. However most people’s
concerns lie with the elements of human development which affect that
environment, and some topics of concern are covered under other headings – for
instance, the state of lanes around the parish or the retention of the two villages’
traditional appearances.

5.1

RIGHTS OF WAY & FOOTPATHS
One concern that does fall into this category, especially as it represents
parishioners’ contact with that green hinterland out there, is about footpaths (there
are no bridleways within the parish).
It became clear through responses to both questionnaires
that improvements people wished to see could be
monitored and implemented by the appointment of a local
Parish Plan Liaison Officer. This duly occurred as a result of
Parish Council and Parish Plan initiatives in 2008. (The
contact details of the PPLO can be found in the appendix
sheet covering persons and officials bodies, which is issued
as a supplement to the Parish Plan). By November 2008
two new stiles on popular paths just outside Wanstrow had
been installed, and work was being scheduled for
rebuilding the footbridge across the brook beyond
Wanstrow playground past Chancellor’s Farm. The PPLO
will ensure paths and bridleways are well signposted and kept
clear – a particular request in the questionnaires. Occasionally the
PPLO may organise a morning or afternoon of clearing of
overgrown areas which parishioners will be notified of in case they want to help.
There is an area of approximately 32 acres on the northern boundary of the parish
east of the A359 where Open Access exists (sometimes known as "the Right to
Roam"). It is centred on map reference ST 735438 and accessed by footpaths
FR17/26 & 17/21 from Cloford Common or the A359. This is the only area under this
scheme in the Parish.
Parishioners should be aware that some public byways are not
maintained by Mendip District Council’s Rights of Way Section
(Community Services Department). Two that may be mentioned
are the continuation of Studley Lane southwards from the
railway overbridge to the A359 at Burt’s Hill, and the old track to
Witham Friary, from Hunter’s Lodge Farm eastwards to the
parish boundary. These are in fact class 4 roads (sometimes
known as UCRs, which means an Un-Classified Road) and the
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5

responsibility of Somerset County Council’s Highways Department. The track to
Witham has in recent years fallen into a deplorable state and is unfortunately
impassable at present. Representations to SCC have been made in order to alleviate
this situation.

5.2

RECYCLING & LITTER
Other environmental concerns raised by parishioners were over more domestic
matters that might affect the appearance and convenience of living in the village.
Two issues became apparent from the first survey and were addressed in the second
questionnaire – recycling and litter. The question on the first topic was:
Recycling. Would you like to see a plastics recycling container and cardboard
recycling bank (which might have to be quite big) in the village, even if not sited in
the village hall car park?
Answer options: yes, no or a return to kerbside collection of card/plastic.
For some years there has been a bottle and tin /paper/ food waste/ garden refuse
kerbside collection. During 2007 Mendip District Council additionally operated a
pilot recycling scheme that had collected cardboard and plastic bottles from outside
people’s houses. 72% of respondents wanted to see a return to this, while 23% were
interested in the idea of a permanent site where a plastic bottle bank and a
cardboard
recycling
container could be sited in
Wanstrow. At present
there is no suitable location
(the village hall car park is
not large enough or
sufficiently
strong
for
collection lorries) and the
village would have to find a
suitable site. The other
question was as follows:
Litter Bins. Would you like to see litter bins erected in the village?
(These can be used for dog waste and Mendip District Council say their waste
collection contractors would empty them regularly).
There was an 86.5% vote in favour of more litter bins being erected. Mendip District
Council have said that dog waste bins would be emptied regularly if they are
installed, but the actual siting is likely to be controversial!
There were a number of comments in questionnaires that covered specific problems
of a minor nature (i.e. Network Rail’s contractors being responsible for a lot of
littering), but in the main the village litter pick schemes are an attempt to address
this. The first communal litter pick took place in spring 2008, and it is hoped to make
it a bi-annual occurrence. The objective is to clear up the sort of wind-blown rubbish
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that infests the hedgerows, and is not easily dealt with by MDC’s contractors. Any
parishioners are welcome to help, a couple of hours on a Sunday morning on a date
in spring and another in autumn seem sufficient to keep the parish looking tidy!
However, after the re-cycling lorry shed some of its load when returning north up the
main road a couple of weeks later, more frequent clear ups seemed necessary.
Fortunately this was partially cleared by the council, but overspill by the collection
lorries is obviously something that needs to be watched by residents and reported to
MDC and its collection contractors.

5.3

OTHER POINTS
Some other useful suggestions to improve the environmental appearance of the
parish were that some form of planting could be implemented to improve the
approaches to Wanstrow village, maybe in the form of flowers or shrubs. This might
also help to increase traffic awareness as it nears the village. Other areas that could
be looked after with a view to enhancing them (though it should be noted various
parishioners already do much entirely on their own initiative to ensure this) are the
triangle outside the church and the grassy area on the south side adjacent to the ford
in The Street. One person regretted the loss of a number of front gardens to car
parking spaces. Would a front garden competition with a suitable prize incentivise
those who still have them to provide some colour in the summer months?

5.4

OBJECTIVES
Short term
•

Arrange for litter/dog waste bins after consultation with residents
on where to put them.
• Maintain Parish Path Liaison Officer’s activities and investigate new ‘permissive’
footpaths like those recently opened in Breach Wood (see History and
Geography, page 64 in the appendix).
• Continue the litter pick initiative.

Medium term
•

Lobby SCC regarding their obligations on UCR’s (e.g. Track to Witham Friary).

Long Term
• Investigate re-cycling options with MDC (e.g. a special site; see under
Sustainability objectives, page 51).
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6

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
In the first survey, responses by or on behalf of young people indicated concerns
about traffic (crossing the main A359 in particular), lack of public transport, lack of
activities and problems with the playing field. The first two points are covered under
their respective parts of the second questionnaire of June 2008 Survey (in Traffic and
Public Transport). Two questions specifically targeted at younger people were then
asked about activities and the Playing Field (see below).
The age groups of younger respondents were also
asked. Of the 77 households replying, representing
a total of 200 people, 20 were 0-5 years old, 11 in
the 6-10 age brackets, 8 in 11-15 bracket and 8 in a
category marked ‘older’. This adds up to 39 children
under 16 years old out of the 200 respondents, or
19.5%.

20
0 to 5

11

8

8

6 to 10

11 to 15

Older

In the 2001 national census, 94 under 16’s out of a total of 446 residents were
recorded, i.e. 21%. Therefore it would be fair to assume that around 20% of
Wanstrow’s residents are under 16 in 2009.
Despite this healthy proportion of children in the village, there remains no
regular organised recreational activity. There are however several very
successful events held annually: Halloween Trick or Treating followed by a fancy
dress disco, the Christmas disco (including a visit from Father Christmas), the
Carol service and Nativity, the Christingle Service, and an Easter Egg Hunt.
The annual Village Fete and Dog Show, and the Produce, Craft and Flower Show
include junior sections, which are enjoyed by many local children. In 2008 a
weekly coffee morning was held in the Village Hall for parents/carers and their
children throughout the summer holiday. A recent successful event was the puppet
show in February 2009.
The questions asked in June 2008 were:
1. What activity groups would you like to see in the village (for young people)?
2. What Playing Field improvements/facilities would you like to see?
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6.1

ACTIVITIES
The suggestions made in answer to Question 1 covered the following:
16

16
12

11
8

6

5

3

2

2

2

2

2

1

(Note that the numbers quoted here are for individuals under 16, calculated from the age
range boxes in the children’s section).

The likelihood of these activities being offered depends on parents and other
volunteers taking the initiative once the need is seen to be there. A new village hall
may well lend enthusiasm to organising some of the indoor ones.

6.2

PLAYING FIELD
Question 2 on the playing field was answered in 22 questionnaires, in some cases by
parents on behalf of their children. Various items, which had already been raised as
important in the first survey, stood out as clear priorities. The numbers again are for
individuals, not households.

22
17

15
9

7

6

7

5

5

4

3

3

2

2
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There were other rather more ambitious suggestions put forward by one or two
people for a tennis court, swimming pool/leisure complex and an astro-turf sports
area, while one response was for an all weather sports or play area.
In 2007 Survey a “People’s Millions” bid was submitted by the Village Hall Committee
to fund improvements to the Playing Field. As reserve finalists on that occasion the
Committee intends to try again in future years. An event was also held where
children helped to design how they would like the Field to be developed.
The Committee hopes to incorporate these suggestions in the Village Hall rebuilding
project and future playground improvement schemes. Some tree surgery and
restoration of the riverbank area have already been carried out at the end of the
playing field and further planting is planned.

6.3

OBJECTIVES
Short Term
• Continue to inform children, young people and parents of any new
activities and events held within the parish, by word of mouth,
notice boards and newsletters and the website.

Medium Term
• To gather further information regarding the type of recreational clubs
the children would like to use. This could be dealt with by the introduction
of a register of interests for young people in the village.
• Playground - improved equipment plus safety surfaces; goal posts/markings;
basket ball rings plus hard standing; fill in or remove the tunnel.
• Playing Field improvements: higher fence by road; level turfed surface;
cycle/skate track; roller blade or skate board ramp; further landscaping.

Long Term
• To ensure the children have a variety of activities and recreational pursuits
available to them on a regular basis in a suitable place, especially in the new
village hall.
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6.4

EDUCATION - SCHOOLS INFORMATION
Pre-School: Since the relocation of the Wanstrow Pre-School and the closure of the
Parent and Toddler Group in 2002, Wanstrow parents have gone to alternative
groups at nearby villages, including the Batcombe Toddler Group, which runs on
Tuesday mornings in the Jubilee Hall during term time. More recently, parents and
carers have been attending the new Toddler group at The Tree House in Upton
Noble on Wednesday Mornings, also during term time.
Primary School: The majority of the village children attend Upton Noble Church of
England VC Primary School. In February 2009 there were 28 attending from
Wanstrow.
Secondary Education: Whitstone School is the catchment school for the parish.
There is free transport leaving the village at 7.45 am and returning at 3.20pm, with
additional buses on a Tuesday and Thursday afternoon returning to the village at
4.30pm.
Special education needs: For children with special educational needs there are
three schools/colleges in the nearby town of Frome - Critchill Special School, North
Hill House & Priory Education Service.
There is more information in the Appendix about Upton Noble Church School and
Whitstone School supplied by their Head Teachers (Chris Tyrrell and Tony Wilson
respectively).
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7.1

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

7

After receiving the results from our first Parish Plan Questionnaire, it was apparent
that public transport was an issue for many parishioners.
In the second questionnaire, four questions were devoted to this subject to get a
more detailed account of parishioners’ needs and views.
1. Would you be in favour of a regular bus service in Wanstrow?
2. What times do you feel you would most likely use a bus service?
3. How frequently would you use a bus?
4. Are you aware of TaxiLink offering subsidised taxis to the local area?
85% of respondents were in favour of a more regular bus service in the village, with
mornings on an occasional basis proving most popular, (questions 1 & 2). However,
only 3% of respondents would use a bus on a daily basis and 20% felt they would
never use the service (question 3). Finally we asked whether residents
knew about the TaxiLink service and although 69% of respondents were
aware of this scheduled service (question 4), it has since been replaced
with a Dial-A-Ride scheme.
Details of Dial-A-Ride are shown in the appendix.

7.2

BUSES
Currently public transport consists of a limited bus service: Wanstrow to
Frome departing at 09.50am and returning at 12.45pm on Wednesdays
and Saturdays only.
School buses are provided free in term time by the LEA, to and from
Upton Noble primary school (Wanstrow Village Hall car park) and Whitstone
secondary school in Shepton Mallet (from outside the pub).

Rural bus in
Piers Road
Cranmore

The latter has a second later return run on Tuesdays & Thursdays for children doing
activities. There is also a bus service to both Bruton School for Girls (Sunnyhill) and
Sexey’s School in Bruton from outside the pub, which charges a small fare.
It appears that new residents who are attracted to Wanstrow are beginning to accept
that they will have to be totally car dependent for work and shopping. This in turn
further reduces the demand for bus services except amongst a dwindling section of
older residents, and young people who do not drive. Obviously, as their
requirements are different, one schedule of services is only going to suit one section
of these two user groups. This is an area where an action group could try to alleviate
the differences between the two sources of demand, using a combination of
shoppers’ buses and Dial-A-Ride.
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7.3

RAILWAYS
Railway travel, another form of public transport,
should also be discussed in this Parish Plan even if
it is a solution that is unlikely to be resolved in the
short term. Although it lies outside Mendip District
Council’s or even Somerset County Council’s sphere
Aggregate Industries train passing the site of
of influence, central government may in the future
Wanstrow station
feel obliged to investigate extending this form of travel
where there is existing infrastructure, with incentives to train operating companies.
Cranmore and Wanstrow, very unusually, have a rail link with the national network,
and if an extension of the preserved East Somerset Railway were ever built to
Shepton Mallet near the old Tesco site, there could be a through rail service from
Shepton, which might suit commuters (and shoppers) to Bath or Bristol, who are
resident near the line. At present there is no will at government level to instigate the
reintroduction of even desperately needed commuter rail links, such as that from
Clevedon to Portishead (and thence to Bristol), so the railway route through
Wanstrow parish is currently only seen as a way of keeping thousands of lorries off
the roads.
However, a time may come when the need for a rail link - and rail travel is considered
one of the most sustainable forms of mechanised travel - becomes urgent enough to
be seriously considered. An argument that there are insufficient extra time slots
(known as paths) for passenger trains entering the main railway system at Witham
Friary junction, in between the Taunton-Westbury services and local quarry trains, is
only relevant with the existing timetable. However, until a feasibility study is done,
depending on the perceived necessity of a branch service on the ESR, this argument
remains unproven.

7.4

OBJECTIVES
Short Term
• Use Parish Council newsletters and notice boards to publicise current bus
services and Dial-A-Ride.

Long Term
• To ensure that public transport providers are fully aware of the changing needs
of the parish, (see also Sustainability, page 49).
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8

SAFETY, SECURITY AND CRIME
8.1

CRIME
Wanstrow is situated in the middle of the Postlebury police beat area, which covers
the villages of Nunney, Witham Friary, Upton Noble, Batcombe, Westcombe and
Wanstrow, and has its own Police Community Support Officer (PCSO). Sadly the beat
officer, PCSO David Adams, well known to many parishioners, died in April 2009. His
presence undoubtedly raised the profile of policing in the parish, and a new officer
has now been appointed. He is PCSO Paul Edwards.
Contact: 0845 4567000 or email paul.edwards@avonandsomerset.police.uk
Crime in Wanstrow was one of the topics that repeatedly came up in the first Parish
Plan Questionnaire. In the second Questionnaire six questions with different options
were asked, (with different options to answer in tick boxes), as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Do you think there is a crime problem in Wanstrow?
Are you a member of Neighbourhood Watch?
Would you like to see the existing Neighbourhood Watch revitalised?
If you are not already a member of Neighbourhood Watch, would you consider joining?
Would you like to see more visible policing in the village?
Have you been personally been affected by crime in Wanstrow?

In response to the first question, 9% of respondents felt that there is a crime problem
in Wanstrow, 53.5% do not feel that crime is a problem, and 34% were unsure and
answered ‘Don’t Know’.

8.2

NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH
The Neighbourhood Watch scheme in the UK is a partnership where
people come together to make their communities safer.
It involves the Police, Community Safety departments of local authorities,
other voluntary organisations and, above all, individuals and families who
want to make their neighbourhoods better places to live.
It aims to help people protect themselves and their properties and to
reduce the fear of crime by means of improved home security, greater
vigilance, accurate reporting of suspicious incidents to the police and by fostering a
community spirit.
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Only 9% of respondents are currently members of Neighbourhood Watch but 81%
would like to see the existing Neighbourhood Watch revitalised. There was a very
positive response to question 4, (about joining) with 70% of respondents willing to
consider joining a revitalised Neighbourhood Watch Scheme. There are two
Neighbourhood Watch schemes currently operating in Wanstrow at the start of
2009. One covers the postcode area BA4 4TF. This group includes Cole's Farm, Tilley’s
Cottage and nineteen other properties from the junction of Mead Lane and the A359
to the second ford. There has also been a successful Neighbourhood Watch Scheme
in Coronation Close for some time.
If you would like to become a member or co-ordinator of a Neighbourhood Watch
Scheme contact Somerset East Administrator Dave Elson.
01935 402140, 0845 4567000 or email dave.elson@avonandsomerset.police.uk

8.3

POLICING
65% of respondents to question 5 would like to see more visible policing in the
village. 33% are happy with the current levels.
35.5% of respondents have personally been affected by crime in Wanstrow, the
majority of this being burglary and minor vandalism. The period of time this occurred
over was not recorded, and some of the incidents may have happened over a long
period.
Often outbreaks of burglary may happen in a cyclical manner, and this high
percentage may also reflect an active period preceding the survey, which was then
followed by a quieter spell. Indeed official police figures record only one reported
burglary for 2008. The inference here is that it is easy for residents to be lulled into a
lesser state of vigilance when a quiet spell occurs. This is something that
Neighbourhood Watch is intended to prevent.

8.4

OBJECTIVES
Short Term
• Revitalise the existing Neighbourhood Watch Scheme.
• To ensure all parishioners are familiar with the new Police Community Support
Officer (PCSO).

Long Term
• To make sure that the low crime rate in the parish remains as small as possible.
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SUSTAINABILITY AND

9

RENEWABLE ENERGY
9.1

SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability is a word much used at present, but its relevance to the Parish Plan
needs to be examined. In general terms “Sustainability” covers all aspects of peoples’
lives and activities, from well-being to work, planning and economic development.
Many topics of concern to parishioners are directly relevant to the aims of the
Mendip Strategic Partnership (MSP). This body promotes the
Mendip Community Strategy (which is the local Sustainable
Community Strategy).
MSP has 5 short-term aims:
•
•
•
•
•

Regenerating the Mendip Economy
Tackling climate change locally
Affordable decent housing for all
Strengthening the voluntary & community sector
Investing in children and young people

There are 11 MSP long-term priorities:
•
•
•
•
•

Environment
Getting around
Place to live
Energy and waste
Job to do

•
•
•
•
•

Food
Ways to learn
Feeling safe
Staying well
Sense of community

In the two questionnaires, parishioners were not asked direct questions about
“Sustainability”. The steering group has identified people’s concerns on this topic
from a variety of written comments, and addressed how they can be solved or
alleviated. Success is more likely if these concerns can be aligned with issues already
identified within the Mendip Community Strategy. For instance, concerns over
speeding traffic and pedestrians in the Roads & Traffic section fall into the “Feeling
Safe” priority.
However this chapter on Sustainability is more specifically about examining the
impact of four topics on the question of resource use and climate change: how is
Wanstrow parish affected, and what might be done to meet the MSP Climate Change
Strategy’s objectives? The four topics are: Transport & Travel, Waste Disposal,
Renewable Energy and Sustainable Development in Buildings. It is interesting to see
that the three key actions the MSP is asking of its partners (one of which is Mendip
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District Council) are energy efficiency in buildings, reducing car & lorry travel and
generating more energy from renewable sources.
It has been said that in the UK most of us use more than our fair
share of the Earth’s resources and that if everybody in the World
lived as we do, we would need three planets to support us. Not
everyone agrees with this, but the scientific opinion that everyone
needs to reduce the use of non-renewable resources and increase
the efficiency of what is used is now widely accepted. This is
generally being adopted as government policy at all levels. In
particular the combustion of fossil fuels is seen as a major source of
greenhouse gases and climate change.

9.2

TRANSPORT & TRAVEL
In terms of transport, Wanstrow parish is not seen as particularly sustainable under
Government and local policy. As jobs and services in the village have declined, so
more of the residents’ needs are served by driving: to work, to shops and in the
delivery of services. In order to reduce traffic congestion and greenhouse gas
emissions, it is central to planning policy to discourage development that could result
in an increase in unsustainable travel.
This is why Wanstrow is not listed in the forthcoming Local Development Framework
for expansion or development. This may seem attractive to some residents, but
without growth, Wanstrow will never
attract many services, and there is the
risk of losing existing ones like the Pub.
The emphasis from central government,
which Mendip District Council is
adopting, is to concentrate growth
where services (shops, schools, go-towork public transport, health facilities
etc.) already exist in order to reduce the
need for car-borne travel.
So how can Wanstrow help itself in the
21st century? There are suggestions in
Wanstrow Station 1960
the
emerging
Local
Development
Framework that where no obvious local
centre for growth exists, one village out of a few surrounding ones may emerge as
the pre-eminent focus. Wanstrow falls into this category with Witham, Upton Noble
and Batcombe, partly because Wanstrow lies on a main road. For the foreseeable
future some reliance on road-borne communications will be essential,
notwithstanding the factors mentioned above. It is obviously more sustainable to
pool existing facilities amongst a group of villages (for instance, Upton Noble is where
primary schooling is concentrated within the area). This could apply to other services
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that Wanstrow could attract which would serve the surrounding villages. The
vegetable stall on Thursdays is a small example of this.
At present most of the parish’s domestic heating fuel has to be
brought in by road, there being no gas main supply to the parish.
As a benefit to residents’ purses, an excellent buying syndicate has
been operated by a conscientious member of the community for
many years, which orders domestic fuel oil in bulk at a discount.
There is a small sustainability benefit to be gained from combining
nearly all the Parish’s deliveries in two or three lorry loads.
However in 20 or 30 years’ time, the cost or scarcity of oil-based fuels may cause
Wanstrow residents other problems, apart from heating. The absence of a passenger
rail service on the existing rail corridor through the parish has been examined in the
“Public Transport” section of this Plan. At present a small number of parishioners
commute to Bath and Bristol. A possible solution might be to run a bus service (say,
from Bruton) in the early morning to connect with a suitable train at Frome. The
timing of its return journey would be more complex due to variation in work-ending
times.
It is quite possible that Wanstrow will become a community where most parishioners
work from home using computers. MDC is aware that higher rates of broadband
delivery are important in encouraging home working. Many local parishes are now
lobbying for improved delivery speeds (e.g. Witham). As stated in the Facilities
section, the current download speed in Wanstrow is theoretically 1.8mbps, though in
practice it is often lower and this is not just due to the length of telephone line from
the Upton Noble exchange, which is actually on the road to Batcombe. A by-product
of home working can be an increased sense of community amongst those who work
at home and thus spend more time in the parish.

9.3

WASTE DISPOSAL
Recycling is an area in which transport costs
and sustainable activity overlap. Many
respondents to the questionnaires were
enthusiastic about household recycling, but
preferred the idea of kerbside collection.
MDC’s collection contractors attempt to
fund their service by the sale of recyclable
material. The recent economic decline has
seen the value of such materials drop sharply.
A small village recycling site
In February 2009, MDC announced that the
pilot schemes still running to collect plastic and cardboard would stop altogether, so
though the scheme had already ceased in Wanstrow, a return to this is unlikely.
The most effective way to handle recycling in an outlying district is to have a local
collection centre, which is serviced by lorries on a need-to-empty basis, rather than a
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regular doorstep collection, which is very inefficient in sustainable transport terms. A
sensible priority for the parish, therefore, would be to acquire a suitable site for such
a centre – comments on the survey results can be seen under Environment.

9.4

RENEWABLE ENERGY
This is important to reduce non-renewable resource use as well as
Carbon Dioxide emissions. CO2 is a major greenhouse gas and
according to DEFRA research, of the total CO2 emissions in Mendip for
2003 (excluding aviation), 29% was in the domestic sector and 25%
road-use related. A 2006 UK figure for domestic carbon emissions gave
an average total per household of 1.54 tonnes per year. Of this 53%
was caused by heating interior space, and 20% for water heating.
Renewable power and heat generation for domestic and small business
use must be considered for future installation, though this is in its
infancy as a concept in Wanstrow. In January 2009 the first newgeneration wind turbine of 5.8kw nominal output was commissioned at
Mitchell’s Elm House in the northwest of the parish (picture at right).
While some people see such installations as intrusive, perhaps
ownership or part ownership of a turbine in a collective scheme might
change this point of view. One way forward is that groups of
parishioners may investigate renting or buying land at a site where
they could erect a turbine for their own use.

Wind Turbine at
Mitchell’s Elm House

Recent rises in the price of domestic heating oil have seen many parishioners
installing wood burning stoves, in some cases for water heating. It would be
worthwhile encouraging this in a rural area such as Wanstrow, because wood
burning is considered “carbon neutral” (i.e. the CO2 released on burning is no
more than that absorbed by the timber when growing). Moreover wood fuel
is widely available locally and available for sale at the solid-fuel merchant in
the village, thus reducing its transport footprint.
The new Village Hall is being designed around a number of sustainable low-input
energy generation or conservation measures. They include a ground-source heat
pump, solar water heating, recycling of grey water and ‘windcatchers’ for forced
ventilation (because of high-efficiency draught proofing). It is these factors that have
helped to make the grant application process particularly interesting to some of the
bodies approached.
The new Village Hall will certainly set an enviable precedent in sustainable building
terms, and it would be desirable to equal or increase this level in the construction of
future buildings in the parish.
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9.5

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN BUILDINGS
As noted above, houses in Mendip account for 29% of CO2 emissions; the
Communities & Local Government website states that a reduction of 60% will be
needed by 2050. Although building new houses that use more renewable energy is
one part of the solution, there should also be a reduction in the embodied energy of
construction materials. Concrete performs badly in this category, and plastics (like
UPVC) are worse as they use petroleum products in their makeup.
Some comments made in the two
surveys referred to the need for a
more sustainable type of building.
This is a topic that will need to be
fully addressed in the Village
Design Statement, which will set
out to encourage good design
practice, which received huge
support
in
the
second
questionnaire (Q.6).

Meanwhile, some information is
included on how construction
Eco Housing Langport, Somerset
methods can be enforced that
increase the efficiency of resources used, and reduce the use of non-renewable
resources. The Parish Plan cannot on its own define these elements, but the steering
group would like to draw attention to the new standard for quantifying the
sustainability of new build: “The Code for Sustainable Homes”.
The Code, with levels rated from 1 to 6 stars, is effective for new build from May
2008. Its assessment is very complicated but even level 1 is currently above basic
Building Regulation minima. Some of the criteria are:
• Use of more efficient but sustainable materials (i.e. wood rather than plastic, lime
rather than cement)
• Better insulation
• Improving air tightness
• More efficient fixtures and fittings
• Orientation to suit passive heating
• Microgeneration
The Government has announced a target that all new homes will be built to Code
Level 6 or “Zero Carbon” by 2016. This is a very high standard.
It seems from the Parish Plan survey that many parishioners would prefer to see a
very high standard of New Build. It is therefore reasonable to suggest that the parish
should argue for all new homes to be Code Level 6 before it becomes mandatory.
There may even be a case for a greenfield development of Zero Carbon dwellings as a
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beacon project for Mendip, particularly if this was combined with a
high standard of design. Incentives towards home working in
sustainable dwellings in the future will certainly serve to alleviate
Wanstrow’s travel problems and enhance the sense of community.
The visual impact of new energy generation must, however, be
considered in the design and implementation of future building
development. It is unacceptable to many parishioners that intrusive
installations are fitted retrospectively in a manner detrimental to the
architectural integrity of surrounding buildings. The rule of thumb
here is that such systems are generally best designed in and fitted A solar panel built into a new
integrally with ‘new build’ and not as ‘bolt-on’ additions which often construction in Wanstrow which is
aesthetically acceptable
carry the appearance of poor design.
Finally, householders interested in generating their own heat or electricity should
consult the Low Carbon Buildings Programme website at
www.lowcarbonbuildings.org.uk. where grants of up to £2,500 per household are
available for installing microgeneration technology, subject to terms and conditions.
Furthermore, for advice on energy efficiency measures and grants contact the Energy
Saving Trust advice centre, tel. 0800 512 012.

9.6

OBJECTIVES
To make Wanstrow Parish a more sustainable and energy-efficient habitat.

Short Term
• Lobby for higher broadband download speeds to encourage home working.

Long Term
•
•
•
•

Try to find or negotiate a central site for re-cycling collection.
To emphasise sustainable building methods in the Village Design Statement
and encourage all future developments to adopt them.
Encourage the development of Zero Carbon dwellings (via the VDS).
Encourage research into rail transport solutions.
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10.1

WANSTROW AND CLOFORD PARISH PLAN JUNE 2009

AIMS, OBJECTIVES & REALISATION

COMMUNITY
OBJECTIVE

How can it be done

Timescale
& Priority
Short

Lead Responsibility
& Partners
Parish Plan
Steering Group

Resource
Implications
None

Monitoring
Responsibility
PPSG

Form Action Groups where required,
e.g. Roads & Traffic, Environment,
Community, Development, Etc.

Canvass villagers at Parish Plan presentation
through Parish Plan Steering Group, also
Newsletter / Parish Magazine/ Website

Create Village Website

Short

(Action Group)*

Grants

PPSG

Wanstrow village information plan/map

Find volunteer villager
Follow up funding from Shepton21 group
Erect new “info-board” at village hall

Short

Register of volunteers and skills/activities

Through the new Website

Short

(Action Group)*
Parish Council
VHC

Local business PC
Sponsorship
None
VHC

New members for Village Hall Committee

Advertise via Parish Magazine/
Newsletter/Website
Advertise throughout village
Contact Police Community Support Officer
Use notice boards, Newsletter & Website.
Dial-A-Ride & Bus service info in Parish Magazine
Liaise with providers and Lobby them.
(Parish Clerk has made preliminary investigations)
Part of Village Hall Development
Consult with Village Hall Committee

Short

VHC

None

Short

PCSO/PC

Short

(Action Group)*
None
Residents/PCSO
VHC/(Action group)* None

Medium

VHC/(Action Group)* None

PPSG

Medium

VHC

New Playing Field Fixtures

Part of Village Hall Development Plan.
Volunteers needed

Medium

New Playground Equipment
in a safer context
More Clubs & Activities
Village Office

Continuation of Village Hall Development.
Volunteers needed
Community initiatives
Use of Village Hall Facilities

Medium

Village benches and other features

Fundraising/private initiative

Medium

VHC/(Action Group)* Sponsorship
Fund raising
SCC / Grants
VHC/(Action Group)* Sponsorship
Fund raising
SCC / Grants
VHC/(Action Group)* Sponsorship
Fundraising
None
Community
VHC
None?
Grants
PC
Sponsorship

Affordable housing need

Encourage and assist
Rural Housing Enabling Officer

Long

RHE Officer
(Action Group)*

PC

More Neighbourhood Watch Schemes
Advertise transport links
throughout community
Faster Broadband speed
Re-lay Playing Field to a higher standard

Medium
Medium

Free
Letter drop

VHC

PPSG

PPSG/VHC

PPSG/VHC
VHC
PPSG/VHC
PC
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10.2

WANSTROW AND CLOFORD PARISH PLAN JUNE 2009.

AIMS, OBJECTIVES & REALISATION

ROADS & TRAFFIC
OBJECTIVE

How can it be done?

Re-introduce Community Speedwatch group
Improve Verge Maintenance
at junctions
Convex Mirrors at some junctions

Form Speedwatch group
Lobby Somerset County Council/
County Councillor
Investigate viability

Compile a full list of road
defects in the Parish
Survey of street furniture,
signage & clutter
Commission professional
Traffic calming survey
Consider installation of village
entrance features
Off Street parking for new developments
(2 minimum)
School Crossings Patrol

Timescale
& Priority
Short
Short

Lead Responsibility
& Partners
RTSC/ PCSO
PC/SCC

Resource
Implications
None
SCC

Monitoring
Responsibility
RTSC
PC

Short

PC/SCC

Yes

PC

Roads & Traffic Sub Committee
via website
Roads & Traffic Sub Committee

Short
ongoing
Short

None

PC/RTSC

None

PC/RTSC

Roads & Traffic Sub Committee

Short

RTSC Action Group
PC/SCC
RTSC Action Group
SCC
RTSC Action Group

RTSC/PC

Sponsorship from local business

Short

RTSC Action Group

Use balance
P-Plan funds
Yes

Medium

PC/MDC

None

PC

Medium

RTSC Action Group

Yes

RTSC

Install Speedvisors at village limits
Investigate Pedestrian Crossing

With planning applications
by Parish Council
Investigation by Roads & Traffic
Sub Committee
After results of traffic survey
Lobby Somerset County Council

Medium
Long

Yes
Yes to SCC

PC
None

Extend the speed limit zones

Lobby Somerset County Council

Long

Yes to SCC

None

Construct pavement opposite
side to the Pub
Small changes to junctions
to improve visibility
Install physical traffic calming features

Lobby Somerset County Council

Long

Yes to SCC

None

Lobby Somerset County Council

Long

Yes to SCC

None

Lobby Somerset County Council

Long

PC
RTSC Action Group
SCC
RTSC Action Group
SCC
RTSC Action Group
SCC
RTSC Action Group
SCC
RTSC Action Group
SCC

Yes to SCC

None

RTSC/PC
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10.3

WANSTROW AND CLOFORD PARISH PLAN JUNE 2009.

AIMS, OBJECTIVES & REALISATION

ENVIRONMENT, DEVELOPMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY

OBJECTIVE

How can it be done?

Litter/Dog Waste bins
Maintain rights of way (and find new
“permissive footpaths”)
Litter Pick programme
Encourage more sustainable
building methods
Re-open track to Witham Friary

Request to MDC from PC
Support the Parish Path Liaison Officer’s
activities
Working Parties. Advertise in Village
Newsletter and Parish Magazine/Website
PC to encourage via planning applications
In line with new policies
Lobby SCC

Village Design Statement

Form VDS group

Medium

Local Listing of significant buildings

Support MDC initiative
Volunteers
Via MDC Planning Policy Unit

Medium

Find and buy suitable site.
Investigate funding from Waste Levy
Special lobby group

Long

Lead Responsibility
& Partners
PC/(Action Group)*
PPLO
MDC
PPSG
(Action Group)*
MDC
VDS Action Group
SCC
PPLO/Action Group
VDS/(Action Group)*
MDC
MDC
(Action Group)*
MDC
(Action Group)*
(Action Group)*

Long

(Action Group)*/SCC

Investigate new-build on
Brownfield sites
Negotiate for small re-cycling site
Rail Transport

PC
PPSG
MDC
SCC
VHC

Parish Council
Parish Plan Steering Group
Mendip District Council
Somerset County Council
Village Hall Committee

RTSC
PCSO
PPLO
RHE
VDS

Timescale
& Priority
Short
Short
Short
Short
Medium

Long

Resource
Implications
MDC to empty
MDC funding
exists
No

Monitoring
Responsibility
PC
PC

None

PC /MDC

Yes for SCC!

PC

Printing at
MDC
None

PC

Private

PC/MDC

PPSG /PC

PC /MDC

Considerable? PC
Grant?
PC
No

Roads and Traffic Sub Committee
Police Community Support Officer
Parish Path Liaison Officer
Rural Housing Enabler
Village Design Statement

Where (Action Group)* appears, there is a need for a group to be formed. Others such as RTSC Action Group or VDS Action Group already have volunteers.
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APPENDIX
11.1

UPTON NOBLE SCHOOL
Upton Noble School is only 2½ miles from the cross roads in the middle of Wanstrow.
The teachers and staff provide the children from the surrounding villages and towns
with a stimulating and challenging curriculum in the context of a calm, orderly
environment. The school is a Christian foundation & believes in helping children to
reach their potential physically, academically, socially and spiritually.
The school, which was founded in 1965, is a light, attractive building with wonderful
views across the Brue Valley. It has its own outdoor swimming pool and changing
rooms, sports field, two playgrounds and nature area. The children are encouraged
to appreciate and care for their environment at a local, and a global level through
School Council, Gardening Club and an ongoing commitment to sustainability.
The excellent sporting facilities and surrounding environment enable the children to
participate and succeed in a wide range of sporting endeavours, from cross-country
running to netball and rugby, and the school’s children regularly win local and
regional tournaments. The school believes that through sport and physical activity,
the children learn to respect the abilities of others, cope with the challenges of a
competitive environment and adopt a healthy lifestyle.
Healthy lifestyles don't begin and end on the sports field. There is a kitchen on site,
which serves hot, freshly prepared, nutritious meals each
lunchtime. Over 80% of children take up the option of a hot
school meal. The school’s meals service has provided the
blueprint for good practice across the county.
In recent years a new library building has been added at the rear
of the school to give children access to a modern learning
resources environment. There is also added a pre-school, the
Tree House, which caters for children aged 2-4. This modern and
well-resourced centre is very much part of the main school and
its landscaped outdoor area is shared with the children in
Reception Class. The centre is led by two highly qualified
managers and their caring staff under the direction of the Head
Teacher and Governing Body.
In 2008 an Extended Schools centre was opened which offers after-school and
holiday care. If there is sufficient demand, before-school care will also be on offer in
the future.
In Autumn 2008 the school received an extensive re-fit which has improved the
learning environment both inside and outside the building, giving the children the
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opportunity to learn in bright, clean, well-maintained surroundings fit for a 21st
century education.
There is a free school bus service from the village hall car park to the school in term
time that collects children at 8.45am and drops them back at 3.45pm.
The school is proud of its achievements and welcomes visits from the community and
prospective parents. If you would like to visit the school, please contact the Head
Teacher on 01749 850375 or by email at office@uptonnoble.somerset.sch.uk and
make an appointment. In the meantime, visit its website at www.uptonnoble.ik.org
Chris Tyrrell, Head Teacher.

11.2

WHITSTONE SCHOOL
Whitstone is proud to be the specialist technology college providing secondary
education for Shepton Mallet and its surrounding area. The School has recently
celebrated forty years of service to the community and is committed to the pursuit of
excellence. Its superb facilities include a leisure centre, floodlit all-weather pitch,
well resourced library, purpose built Music accommodation and a new Drama studio.
The School’s technology college status has been awarded for a third term and that
has enhanced the learning opportunities that are provided. The power of ICT is
unleashed through three specialist computer suites, well-resourced Science
laboratories, and integrated ICT provision in the library, Design Technology, Music,
Mathematics, English and Learning Support areas. Every classroom now has internet
access and data projection technology. Whitstone’s young people relish and embrace
the learning opportunities that are provided both in and out of the classroom and it
is hoped that this prospectus will give a flavour of the school’s vibrancy and
dynamism. We welcome the opportunity to meet prospective parents and pupils
who wish to visit Whitstone so that they can see for themselves how it is striving to
become an outstanding school.
The Foundations For Success
• To enable individual students to achieve success in a challenging, happy and caring
environment.
• To promote academic achievement for all students through a broad, balanced, enriched
curriculum.
• To offer a range of extra-curricular activities and opportunities to stimulate enquiring
minds.
• To employ a variety of teaching and learning styles for the benefit of all pupils.

Tony Wilson, Head Teacher.
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11.3

HOUSING NEEDS & THE AFFORDABLE HOUSING
RURAL EXCEPTIONS SCHEME
A Housing Needs Survey to establish demand for Affordable Housing has not been carried
out recently in Wanstrow Parish. The Somerset Rural Housing Enabler Project (funded by
Somerset County Council and the District Councils - in Wanstrow’s case Mendip D.C.) is
planning to find out whether a survey might be carried out in the future. A Parish Plan action
group may be able to assist in the distribution of Housing Needs Survey forms if asked to do
so. As can be seen from the second Parish Plan questionnaire results (Q.2 page 35) there is
considerable support for such a scheme, for local people in particular, if a suitable site can be
found. This would almost certainly be a “Rural Exception” site outside but adjoining the
planning boundary of Wanstrow’s village Development Limit (DL).
If the need for some Affordable Housing is found to exist from a Housing Needs Survey, land
outside the DL can be given permission for a small number of houses to be built on it. This is
the “Rural Exception Scheme” (i.e. exception to normal planning constraints) and Wanstrow
is recognised as one of the villages in the scheme. New Affordable Homes can only be
provided by the District Council (MDC), parish councils and housing associations working
closely with local people.
There are strict eligibility criteria for those who might benefit from this housing need,
including one of the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

A household already living in the parish or an adjacent one (but excluding towns) and
currently in highly unsuitable accommodation.
Dependants of households in the parish seeking separate accommodation.
Where the household head works in the parish (or is retired from permanent
employment in the parish) and is currently in highly unsuitable accommodation.
Household with an adult offered full time employment in the parish (or adjacent rural
parish) but cannot accept due to lack of affordable housing.
Household with an adult providing an important service to the local community who
needs local housing to do this.

Once the strict conditions have been met for a local person or potential employee to be
entitled to Affordable Housing the Council will want to satisfy itself that this eligibility is
protected using a legal agreement. Note that tenants of Housing Associations in a village of
less than 3000 residents (such as Wanstrow) do not have the right to acquire the property
they rent.
More detail on the “Rural Exceptions Schemes” can be found on MDC’s website:
www.mendip.gov.uk Look under Housing on the home page (key sections), and then go to
“Housing - Development of Affordable Housing”. Under ‘Publications’, there is an entry
“Affordable Housing in Rural Areas”. This can also be ordered from MDC.
Affordable Housing in rural areas is an important part of the Community Council for
Somerset’s priorities. There is a lot of information on their website www.somersetrcc.org.uk
under “Community Planning” (then go to “Rural Housing”), especially on different types of
schemes that can be pursued, and about the Rural Housing Enabler project.
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11.4

DIAL-A-RIDE SERVICE
Please note that the former Taxilink 9 service has now been replaced by Dial-A-Ride.
Dial-A-Ride is a taxi / bus service operating within the Mendip District area.
The service is restricted to members over 60, those with disabilities, whether
registered or not and socially excluded persons i.e. living in rural locations away from
bus routes. It covers journeys anywhere in Mendip and for those with a Bus Pass, it is
free.
Dial-A-Ride operates between 9am and 6pm weekdays.
Those who wish to use the service can telephone the booking line on 01749 344141
between 1.30pm and 3.30pm up to seven days before the service is required. The
scheduler will inform you of the available pick up times and price.
For younger people a 24/7 County ticket has been introduced for those in further
education, which can be used for all bus journeys including Dial-A-Ride, not just for
going to school or college.
For more information or to register free, call 01749 344141 or go to
www.mendipcommunitytransport.co.uk

11.5

HISTORICAL & GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS
An excellent history of the village was produced in1989 and there is no need to duplicate its
detail. The intention here is to show how historical, geographical and geological factors have
shaped the existing parish and given it its present form.
The Parish of Wanstrow that we see today is still as essentially rural as when it first emerged
out of the medieval Manorial system in the 16th century, the first year of the parish register
being 1570. However a few determining factors have occurred down the centuries which
inform our view of Wanstrow and Cloford today. Neolithic hunter-gatherers were
superseded by gradual farming development through Roman and Anglo-Saxon times. By
Domesday in 1086 estates started to emerge, with much of the countryside around
Wanstrow owned by the Church. The Manor of Wanstrow, as it existed from after the
dissolution of the monasteries in the 16th century, eventually passed to one Thomas Baynard
of Gloucestershire, who built the Manor House in the 17th Century. It was not a particularly
valuable estate, despite owning several farms in what is now the Parish of Wanstrow – not,
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that is, compared to the Horner Estates which
stretched down from Mells to Cloford. After
passing through the hands of the Bethune family
of Sussex from 1752 to 1831, the estate was sold
to John Shore. It then descended through the
female side to the Clarke family of Bristol, who
remained as Lords of the Manor, while the last of
its land and houses were sold off by the early
1950s.
The Clarkes were essentially yeoman farmers, and
their ownership of the Manor of Wanstrow did not
change the established pattern which had
previously seen the Manor House rented out to a
Cloford Manor, formerly of the Horner Estates
local farmer. Thus the estate was never large or
prosperous enough to produce a grander Manor House or extensive farming improvements
as seen on surrounding estates such as Marston or Longleat. Neither did its owners enter
the political arena and aggrandise themselves other than by farming, which maintained the
estate at a sufficiently modest level until it was dispersed during the 20th century.
The Church too was slowly relinquishing its extensive landholdings, the Church
Commissioners dispersing the last of the Wanstrow Ecclesiastical Estates in 1953. As a result
a pattern of countryside development has emerged over the years with local farmers holding
freehold farms of 100 to 300 acres, mostly dairy farming, but with some arable and other
stock. The pattern of fields and hedgerows reflect this activity, resulting in the Mendip
District Local Plan giving the term ‘Wanstrow Farmlands’ to this area, defined as follows:
“Intricate undulating landform, small irregular fields, enclosed minor valleys, pasture and arable,
oolite and carboniferous limestone buildings.”
It is interesting to consider that Wanstrow lies
at the very eastern edge of the Mendip Hills,
and the above mentioned undulating
landforms fall away beyond the eastern parish
boundary to the Brue Valley, with the chalk
plateau of Salisbury Plain rising beyond.
The clay subsoil has, despite drainage
problems, traditionally lent itself to pasture,
and the overburden of fertile topsoil has been
the legacy of the ancient forests and about
1,000 years of agricultural fertilisation. Shelly
limestone and Forest Marble (both forms of
inferior oolite) are found not far below the
surface, or occasionally outcropping, and
despite their poor bed structure, these have
been used as the traditional rubble stone for
South East corner of the parish looking east towards Wiltshire
building in the parish. Limestone shale could
also be kilned locally to make lime mortar for building, five kilns being recorded, though
most lime would have been used as fertiliser. The Oxford clay beds also provided suitable
clay for brick making, and the brickworks at the northern end of Brickyard Lane operated
during the 19th century, though probably most of its output was in tiles and drainpipes.
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In Roman times a Roman Road from the Mendips to Old Sarum
bisected the current parish from west-northwest to eastsoutheast, crossing the Frome road between Landmarks Farm
and Alice Street Farm. However its remains are no longer
evident in our parish and its impact is forgotten. This is not the
case with the two major transport corridors that were built
across the parish in the 19th century, which at that time must
have transformed this hitherto quiet backwater.
In 1810 the Bruton Turnpike Trust built the road that is now the
A359 from the north end of Bruton (where the toll house can still
be seen on the corner of the junction with the Brewham road) to
Nunney Catch. Up to this date this was not a through route,
travellers to Frome from Bruton going via Batcombe and
Leighton. Indeed the main road through Wanstrow lay on an
east-west axis, from the church to the junction of Studley Lane
with Mead Lane by Pear Tree Cottage. This was an important
Long straight approach along the turnpike
road junction in pre-turnpike Wanstrow, with the Mead
from the south
Lane/Brickyard Lane route northwards towards Leighton, or the
Studley Lane route south, which crossed and re-crossed the A359 at the top of Burt’s Hill and
wandered on through Upton Noble. Though the turnpike trust was disbanded in 1876 and
the road eventually adopted by the County Council, its legacy of comparatively recent
construction from point to point has left us with a very fast main road with long straight
approaches through the newer (but more compact) north-south village axis. It is noticeable
how little in the way of older dwellings occur on this road. In turn a major concern to
villagers in an age of universal car ownership, is the resultant effect of the village being sited
halfway along a racing stretch of road,
comparable to the Fosse Way!
By 1856 this development was eclipsed
by the early intervention of the railway
across the parish. Local businessmen in
Shepton Mallet and Wells formed a
company to build a branch line to
connect with the Great Western main
line from Swindon to Weymouth, itself
incomplete at this date. The engineer
was no less than Isambard Kingdom
Brunel, with the gauge between the rails
his own preferred 7 feet and a quarter
inch for the first few years. It was called
Wanstrow Station 1890
the East Somerset Railway and opened in
1858. High building costs were incurred due to considerable engineering works as the line
climbs at 1 in 43 from Witham to a summit in a deep cutting at Studley Farm. Thus as a local
company, on its own, it could never pay its shareholders a dividend or any other return on
the capital, and it was quickly absorbed into the Great Western Railway.
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Wanstrow residents had to lobby for their own station in 1860 and
for many years it was the GWR’s smallest, or at least shortest in
platform length. Most branch lines were built from the 1880s
onwards, so Wanstrow is unusual, not only in the age of its branch
(celebrating 150 years in November 2008) but also in the fact that it
is still open (albeit not for passengers since 1963). Since this time,
the line has continued to be used for limestone traffic from Merehead Quarry, which lies just
outside the north west corner of the parish boundary. Now the trains are heavier than ever,
with about eleven loaded trains of approximately 1800 tons gross weight leaving the quarry
every 24 hours on weekdays. That equates to 1350 tons of actual stone per train. In 2008,
the main train operator along the line is Mendip Rail, which operates from Merehead and
also Whatley Quarry, (but the line to this is remote from Wanstrow parish), while the
trackbed and infrastructure are owned and maintained by Network Rail. The line provides a
link to the preserved railway at Cranmore, which has revived the original name of The East
Somerset Railway. On rare occasions steam hauled excursions from further afield can be
seen crossing the parish to reach the ESR.
A map of the parish of Wanstrow dated 1838
(after the Turnpike but before the railway) shows
a parish only half the size of today’s. The northern
part that exists now was then the separate parish
of Cloford. In earlier times Wanstrow with its
church lay just east of the centre of the parish
while the hamlet of Weston Town, three quarters
of a mile to the west, was the only other notable
collection of dwellings. In those days Weston
Town had its own common land for some of its
residents to use. Their rights of access were lost
owing to the Enclosure Acts. Now this is
woodland, called appropriately Common Wood,
above and to the south of the hamlet, adjoining
Breach and Dungehill Woods. It is a pleasure to
record that the right of people to walk there has
Loaded limestone train at Studley summit
been recently permitted again due to the
introduction of a forestry access scheme. A
reservoir was built in this area to maintain the surrounding water table, which is subject to
lowering due to deep quarrying at Merehead. Extensive mitigation of this problem is also
evident outside the parish around Merehead Quarry itself.
The western parish boundary remains the same today as in 1838 and before. Commencing
from a point on the A361 Shepton road just before Merehead Quarry (200 metre east of Torr
Works entrance), the parish boundary winds south along hedgerows to enclose Mitchells Elm
Farm (and the then unbuilt Brickhouse Farm). It then encircles Breach Wood and Dungehill
Wood, at this point reaching the highest point in the parish, 220 metres (722 feet). This
prominent high ridge to the south of Wanstrow, which the Bruton road has to climb through
at Burt’s Hill, ensures that all the surface water and springs on the northern slope flow
towards Wanstrow. In times of heavy precipitation this can lead to flooding of the A359 road
in the dip under the railway bridge. It has been found that it is essential to maintain and if
necessary amplify the drainage system that takes this outflow into the headwaters of the
Nunney Brook, which flows through the middle of the village.
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The parish boundary at its most southerly point crosses the Bruton road at the summit of
Burt’s Hill, and rapidly descends into the steeply concealed Studley Bottom Brook, which it
follows east. This brook does not flow into the
Nunney Brook but runs into the River Frome at
Witham Friary. Where the Studley Bottom Brook
meets the East Somerset Railway just east of
Studley Wood, there is a three-way boundary
meeting with Upton Noble and Witham Friary
parishes. At this point the Wanstrow boundary
(hereon shared with Witham) runs due north for
over a mile towards Alice Street, following a long
straight ditch and bank. This bank was once a
western boundary of the Royal Forest of Selwood,
a hunting reserve of Norman kings rather than an
actual forest. Access was restricted to ordinary
villagers as the hunting rights were jealously
guarded. This banked ditch also carries on south
into Upton Noble parish and can be clearly seen on
Breach Wood
modern maps.
Just south of Alice Street Farm, the modern boundary swings sharply right towards
Postlebury Hill, but the old Wanstrow-only parish boundary (now obsolete), cut west across
what in 1838 was still Wanstrow Common. The villagers exercised grazing rights here until
enclosure in 1842. The old boundary crossed the Turnpike north of what is now Landmarks
Farm and wandered back towards the A361 Shepton road, though it did not include the
hamlet of Leighton at this time.
Between the wars, Cloford Parish, with its church (like Wanstrow also called St. Mary’s) was
amalgamated with Wanstrow. As a consequence three miles of the A361 between Torr
Works and Holwell came into the new parish, though this did not include many houses
except for the village of Cloford itself. Cloford was a very rural parish, only bringing some 25
dwellings into the combined total of around 145 at that time. From Holwell, where the Bear
Inn lies just within the parish, the boundary runs south easterly. It passes close to Trudoxhill,
almost as far as the old Stew Ponds of the Friary at Witham, enclosing the whole of
Postlebury Hill (197 metres or 646 feet high) and Postlebury Wood within the new parish of
Wanstrow. The boundary then runs west to meet up with the point near Alice Street Wood
where the original old boundary had turned west.
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W.1

WALKS
1 Wanstrow and Leighton FOOTPATH NOS FR17/53 AND 17/7
From the crossroads in Wanstrow by the pub, walk north along the A359 from the village hall
car park, taking care of traffic. Very shortly (before the dip in the main road), take the
footpath left through the hedge at the gate. The footpath crosses this large field diagonally
to the far right corner, where a footbridge crosses the stream. In the next field carry straight
on parallel to the fence on the left. Chancellor’s Farm can be seen over to the right. In the far
left corner cross the 2 stiles on the left with a plank over a ditch between them, and turn
right. Follow the hedge on the right, until it bends left (under
the high tension power cables) where a stile can be seen ahead.
The path immediately crosses another footbridge and stile
giving onto a large field. The route of the path is straight ahead
across the middle of this field to its northern hedge, where a
stile gives access to Long Lane.
At this point it is easy to return to Wanstrow along the lanes,
which are quite wide and not very busy. To do this turn right
along Long Lane and in 300 metres swing right into Brickyard
Lane. At the crossroads with the A359 at Blindman’s or Tilley’s Cottage,
in order to return to the start of the walk it is safer to cross over into
Mead Lane. Carry on over the ford, and then keep right into The
Street, over the second ford and up to the crossroads by the pub.
A determined walker, however, can carry on from the stile into Long Lane (mentioned above)
by footpaths to Leighton.
To do this cross straight over Long Lane into what appears to be a small field to the hedge
opposite. At the hedge turn left until the hedge ends shortly. At this point, turn right (watch
out for the open well on the right behind the hedge). Aim across the open field towards a
gate with an oak tree on each side. In the next field after this, bear slightly left towards a stile
about 100 metres away in the hedge, and then turn right. Keeping the hedge on the right will
lead into a track for a short distance, until the path swings through a gateway in the left hand
hedge. Turn right and follow the hedge to where it bears away at 90 degrees to the right.
There is a divergence of footpaths here. If heading to Leighton keep straight on at this point
across this large field towards a stile on the far side. However, by turning right here and
keeping the field boundary on the right, a path can be followed back through 3 fields to the
top of Brickyard Lane and return to Wanstrow, as suggested above, via the lanes.
(Note that continuing to Leighton does not allow the walker to make an easy circular
footpath return to Wanstrow except by using walk 2 to Cloford and back via Beansland Farm,
Long Lane and Brickyard Lane).
To continue the route to Leighton, carry on from the footpath divergence straight across the
large field mentioned to the stile visible in the middle of the far hedgerow. Once crossed,
barns at Talbot Farm, Leighton will be visible. Head across the field towards these, but keep
drawing closer to the fir plantation on the right, aiming for a gate by a dead tree in the far
right corner. Soon after this gate, a stile in the fence on the right leads through the paddock
area of Talbot Farm, crossing the yard and into Chovel Lane at Leighton. (Can be combined

with walk 2 for the energetic).
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W.2

2 Leighton & Cloford FOOTPATH NOS FR17/11, 17/9 AND 17/8
This walk can be started at a number of points round its route. This description starts from
Leighton, in order to follow on from walk 1 for an enthusiastic walker. Almost opposite the
entrance to Talbot Farm, to the right of the new house called Quarry Lodge, go through the
gate into the field, keeping straight on, now taking an easterly direction. For the next 2 fields
the hedge should be kept on the left, but in the next 2 the walker should bear slightly right
across the fields and try to find the stile in hedge opposite, while still following a relatively
straight easterly direction.
After the next field the chimneys & grounds of Broadgrove House may be observed over on
the left, and the path crosses another field keeping the small rise on the right. Walk along
the fence on the right & the path becomes a track leading down to Cloford
Manor.
Where the track turns left to the Manor (no right of way) and the footpath
right of way carries straight on to Cloford village, there is an opening in the
right hand bank with a footpath heading in a southwesterly direction. In
this first field cross soon to the fence on the right hand side and keep this
on the right for another field. After crossing into the third field head
slightly left towards the bottom left corner where there is a footbridge
across a small stream immediately beyond the hedge line.
At this point the footpath crosses another, and to return to Leighton on
the circular walk, the walker should turn right after the footbridge and aim
for a stile about 300 metres away more or less in the centre of the visible
field boundary in front. Cross straight over the next smaller field and a stile can be found
hidden in the far corner leading into Chovel Lane.
Cross over the lane (with the concrete block pumphouse for the Blindmans Brewery well on
the left)by a stile into the field. Keep straight on with the hedge on the left, until shortly
coming out into Chovel Lane again via a stile, having cut out a deviation in the road. Turn left
into Chovel Lane and walk the remaining ¼ mile back to Leighton.
If the walker wishes to return to Wanstrow from the footpath crossroads at the top of the
previous paragraph, immediately after the footbridge keep straight on, bearing left in this
field to reach a stile into Long Lane, just west of Beansland Farm.
If the walker turns right along the lane, the staggered crossroads is soon reached. An option
here is to turn left down Brickyard Lane to return to Wanstrow, crossing the A359 at
Blindman’s or Tilley’s cottage into Mead Lane (to avoid walking along the narrow A359), then
crossing both fords to return via The Street. Alternatively keep straight on west along Long
Lane for quarter of a mile until the crossing with the outward footpath used in walk 1 is
encountered. Turn left onto this & retrace the paths used at this walk back to the A359 just
next to the playing field.
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W.3

3 Wanstrow, Studley Lane and Breach Wood:
MOSTLY ON UNSURFACED ROADS, PERMISSIVE PATHS AND A SMALL PART OF
FOOTPATH NO FR17/10

ABOUT 3½ MILES.
From the crossroads by the Pub in Wanstrow, walk down the High Street, over the ford and
turn right up Bridge Hill, between Coombe & Pear Tree cottages. This is the commencement
of Studley Lane. Keep straight on along the tarmac lane until it becomes a stony track. Keep
straight on over the stone railway bridge and follow Studley Lane (an unsurfaced class 4
road) southwards all the way to the A359 Bruton Road at the top of Burt’s Hill.
Cross over the main road carefully, leaving Bird’s Hill Farmhouse on the right. So far the
walker has been on the old road to Bruton, but 100 metres beyond Bird’s Hill Farmhouse, the
old road curves left by some sheds, and at this point it is necessary to turn right up the
clearer track between high banks. In 150 yards the footpath to Batcombe crosses the track,
but the walker should keep straight on to the gate for Hill Top Farm (near the highest point in
the parish) where there is a clearing in the woods on the right, just before the gate. The
walker should head along this clearing, passing a sign that states that
there are permissive footpaths ahead by permission of the owners.
Shortly another sign should be followed which points to the right. This
path through Dungehill Wood and Breach Wood is very up and down
with a steep drop on the right typical of some of the wooded valleys hereabouts. Open land
will soon be seen on the right and at the point where the path is closest to the edge of the
wood, Wanstrow Castle rises up in a field to the right. It is an earthwork which may have
enclosed a timber fortification in early mediaeval times, but about which not much else is
known.
Keep on the path, which winds through the wood, dropping downhill until it meets a wide
forestry access track. Turn right onto this, and then shortly turn left off it to get onto the
footpath coming down from the left (the west) which is parallel with the forestry track at this
point. Take this to the right. It is necessary to get onto the public footpath here (by the old
quarry water table reservoir), in order to cross the railway at the foot crossing.
After crossing the railway keep slightly right across the field to the road. Turn right along the
road and follow it for half a mile past the church back into the middle of Wanstrow, opposite
the start of this walk.
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Q.1

QUESTIONS IN THE SECOND SURVEY JUNE 2008
ROADS AND VEHICLES
SPEEDING
1. Which of the following speed calming solutions would you prefer to see in the
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

village?
Speed visor (flashing speed limit sign)
Width restrictions
Pedestrian crossing with lights
Extending the speed limit
Community speed watch
Speeding is not an issue

JUNCTIONS
2. Which of the following junction improvements would you prefer to see in the
village?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Clearer signage
Convex mirrors
Improved visibility
Verge maintenance
Junctions are not an issue

PARKING
3. Which of the following would you like to see in the village?
1. Off-street parking for new developments
2. Parking restrictions
3. Parking is not an issue

ROAD CONDITIONS
4. Which of the following would you like to see in the village?
1. Better road maintenance
2. Better road cleaning
3. Road conditions are not an issue

ROAD CROSSINGS FOR PEDESTRIANS
5. Which of the following would you like to see in the village?
1. Crossing with lights
2. Lollipop person
3. Road crossings are not an issue.
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Q.2

PLANNING MATTERS
1. Many responses expressed concern about infill development within the village’s
development limit. Do you think:
1. There should be no restrictions on infill.
2. There should be stricter controls on infill.
3. There should be no more infill development.
2. Would you be in favour of a small (say 5 maximum) affordable housing
development outside the village development limit?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Yes, but prioritised for local residents

3. If planning law should ever change would you be prepared to see some new
housing development on a “Greenfield” site on the edge of the village outside
the present planning zone?
1. Yes
2. No

4. Would you be in favour of a limited amount of future housing being built on a
‘previously used’ site (many of you referred to ‘brownfield’ sites in this category)
outside the village development limit but close to the main village?
1. Yes
2. No

5. Do you feel that the historic core of Wanstrow should be conserved in any way?

(There are some options that the village could pursue if enough people want to,
e.g. a central conservation area).
1. Yes
2. No

6. Is a high quality of design and construction important in new building projects in
the Parish?
1. Yes
2. No
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Q.3

PARISH ENVIRONMENT
1. Litter Bins. Would you like to see litter bins erected in the village? (These can
be used for dog waste & Mendip D.C. say their waste collection contractors
would empty them regularly).
1. Yes
2. No

2. Recycling. Would you like to see a plastics recycling container and cardboard
recycling bank (which might have to be quite big) in the village, even if not sited
in the village hall car park? (The surface is not strong enough for collection
lorries).
1. Yes
2. No
3. Return to kerbside collection of card/plastic?

3. Footpaths & Bridleways. Would you be prepared to check on certain rights of
way from time to time and report back to Mendip D.C.’s footpath liaison
officer if maintenance problems are encountered?
1. Yes
2. No

Q.4

CRIME
1. Do you think that there is a crime problem in Wanstrow?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know

2. Are you a member of Neighbourhood Watch?
1. Yes
2. No

3. Would you like to see the existing Neighbourhood Watch scheme revitalised?
1. Yes
2. No
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4. If you are not already a member of Neighbourhood Watch, would you consider
joining?
1. Yes
2. No

5. Would you like to see more visible policing in the village?
1. Yes
2. No
3. I am happy with the current level of policing

6. Have you personally been affected by crime in Wanstrow?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Q.5

Yes
No
Burglary
Vandalism

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
1.
1.
2.
3.

Would you be in favour of a regular bus service in Wanstrow?
Yes
No
Don’t know

2. What times do you feel you would most likely use a bus service?
1. Mornings
2. Afternoons
3. Evenings
4. Weekends
5. Anytime
6. Never
3. How frequently would you use a bus?
1. Everyday
2. Weekly
3. Occasionally
4. Never
4. Are you aware of TaxiLink offering subsidised taxis to the local area?
1. Yes
2. No
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Q.6

FACILITIES
1. What activity groups would you like to see in the village (other than children’s)?
2. Facilities have gone in the past through lack of support (e.g. Post Office).
What would you like to see that you would use?
3. Would you be prepared to join an action group to implement any of the above ?
4. Finally, before the questions for young people on the last page, how many
people in your household does this questionnaire represent?

Q.7

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
1. Ages of children in your household?
0-5

6-10

11-15

Older

1. What activity groups would you like to see in the village (for young people)?
2. What playing field improvements/facilities would you like to see?
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L.2

LIST OF CONTACTS
AT PARISH LEVEL
Clerk to the Parish Council: Deborah Liggatt, Darkhaven, Witham Friary, BA11 5HF
Email: debligz@hotmail.com
Village Hall (for bookings): Linda Stevens, tel. 01749 850659
Neighbourhood Watch: (the Somerset East administrator is Dave Elson):
Tel. 01935 402140 or 0845 456 7000 Email: dave.elson@avonandsomerset.police.uk
Police Community Support Officer (PCSO) Paul Edwards
Tel. 0845 4567000 Email: paul.edwards@avonandsomerset.police.uk
Upton Noble Primary School. Head Teacher, Chris Tyrrell
Email: office@uptonnoble.somerset.sch.uk Website: www.uptonnoble.ik.org
Whitstone School. Head Teacher, Tony Wilson.
Email: whitstone@educ.somerset.gov.uk tel. 01749 345555
Dial-A-Ride: tel. 01749 344141 Website: www.mendipcommunitytransport.co.uk
Parish Path Liaison Officer (PPLO): Geoff Andrews, tel. 01749 850229
Pub At Wanstrow: Paul and Daria Stevens, tel. 01749 850455

AT DISTRICT & COUNTY LEVEL
Mendip District Council Offices, Cannards Grave Rd. Shepton Mallet, BA4 5BT
Tel. 01749 648999 Email: customerservices@mendip.gov.uk
Website: www.mendip.gov.uk
Council Information Point (Frome Public Library) tel. 01373 473701
Somerset County Highways, Mendip Area Office, Wells Rd., Glastonbury, BA6 9AS.
Tel. 0845 345 9155 Email: mendiphighways@somerset.gov.uk
Environmental Health Officer: tel. 01749 341473
English Nature (Wildlife): tel. 01823 285500 Email: somerset@naturalengland.org.uk
English Heritage: (conservation of the built environment) tel. 0117 975 0700
Wessex Water: tel. 01225 526000 Bristol Water tel. 0117 966 5881
Citizens Advice Bureau: tel. 01749 343010 Email: advice@mendipcab.org .uk
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